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Chapter 1

MODELING FOR DRYER SELECTION

1.1 Introduction

Grain drying is an energy intensive agricultural operation that will

be increasingly affected by the growing fossil fuel shortage. Most of the

recent studies on artificial drying of grain have been devoted toward

increasing capacity or output of dryers. Little effort has been extended

toward the optimization of drying procedures to conserve energy or capital.

The present energy crisis has served to emphasize our lack of attention to

energy conservation in the past and to serve notice that our drying

research efforts should be reoriented toward the optimization of the total

drying process.

The cost of operation of a grain dryer is the sum of the operating

costs plus the fixed costs. In the past, when energy costs were relatively

low, the thermal efficiency was not an important factor in dryer design,

so fixed costs had a more important role in dryer design. Though current

energy costs have not risen more rapidly than fixed costs, predictions of

the future indicate that energy costs will be a larger proportional part

of the total costs of drying grain. Previously, the typical midwest corn

drying installation nad fixed costs per bushel about equal to the oper-

ating costs per bushel, according to McKenzie (1966). Therefore, the

analysis of thermal efficiency of grain dryers is valuable for economic

drying systems as well as energy conservation.

Increased production, combined with increased field shelling ana

harvesting at high moisture levels, has increased the need for conditioning

and storage. Grain handling facilities have been expanded on the form as

1



well as at commercial sites. According to Schwart and Hill (1977), by

1965, 53.5 per cent of the acreage harvested for corn was field shelled;

by 1975, this had increased to 87 per cent in Illinois. In 1965, 225

million bushels, or about one-half of the shelled corn harvested, was

stored in bins on farms. By 1975, this had increased to 533 million

bushels. The pressure on time and labor associated with field loss en-

couraged early corn harvesting. As a result, shelled corn is harvested

with a moisture content above safe storage levels, and most of it must be

dried.

The decision to purchase on-farm drying and storage facilities requires

an economic analysis of drying systems. Many factors influence the choice

of equipment, but a comparison of drying costs and performance generally

has the most effect on the decision. Because many alternative systems and

combinations of equipment are available, a systematic procedure for com-

parison of optimized drying cost is needed to enable farmers to select the

facilities best suited to their needs. For this purpose, mathematical

modeling would give benefits of control of input variables and allow testing

of many proposed designs and drying conditions.

The approach proposed in this study is to collect the specifications

of dryers which are manufactured in the U.S.A. for the purpose of deter-

mining the relations of dryer capacity and dependent variables of cost

functions in drying systems.

1.2 Review of Literature

1.2.1 Drying System Selection

Brcoker et al. (1974) described the following drying system selection

method: "The two most important considerations in selecting a grain dryer



are: (1) drying capacity and (2) the investment necessary tc get that

capacity. These two items overshadow other factors such as airflow, labor

requirements, operating cost, management and feed or market value of the

dried grain. Other factors may become major considerations. For example,

if grain is dried for seed, the quality (germination) is the most important

requirement. Anti-pollution laws directed against dust and chaff in the

atmosphere or against noise, as well as availability of fuel, may force

operators to select certain types of system."

McKenzie (1966) evaluated estimated cost and performance relationships

of grain dryers on shelled corn dryed from 25 per cent to 13.5 per cent

(wet basis) and suggested volume ranges for alternative drying methods based

primarily on drying capacity and management considerations in graphical

figure.

1.2.2 Method of Evaluating Drying Costs

Young and Dickens (1975) discussed a method for evaluating drying costs

and the effects that various drying parameters had on these costs. They

used Hukill's analysis for deep-bed drying in batch or continuous cross-

flow dryers to predict fuel costs, fan-operating costs, fixed costs, and

total drying costs for shelled corn. They made the following general

conclusions:

1. Costs per bushel for fuel tend to peak and then decrease as dry-

ing temperature is increased at a fixed airflow rate; and for certain en-

vironmental conditions, any increase in drying temperature reduces fuel

costs per bushel

.

2. Costs per bushel for fuel increased with airflow rate at all

drying temperatures.



3. Costs per bushel for fan operation decrease with an increase in

drying temperature or a decrease in airflow rate.

4. Fixed costs per bushel decrease to some minimum level with an

increase in either drying temperature or airflow rate (increased initial

cost for higher fan capacity was neglected).

5. Total drying costs per bushel are generally lower for the highest

permissible drying temperature.

6. The airflow rate which results in minimum total cost per bushel

depends upon a number of factors. For a given initial moisture content,

optimum airflow rate decreases with an increase in drying temperature. If

initial moisture content is increased, optimum airflow rate increases for

a given drying temperature.

7. Although costs may be reduced by using low airflow rates and high

drying temperatures, consideration should be given to the effects on grain

quality. Moisture gradients within the layer of grain increase with an

increase in drying temperature and with a decrease in airflow rate. These

gradients may result in considerable overdrying of some grain while other

grain is not dry enough to prevent spoilage. High drying temperatures may

also cause heat damage or stress cracks in the grain.

Schwart and Hill (1977) illustrated an approach for comparing costs of

drying and storage for several alternatives by comparing the total costs of

the systems in Illinois. They made the following summary: "No one condi-

tioning and storage system can be recommended as the most economical. The

choice of a system depends upon annual volume, the marketing pattern, the

type of farm, and the kind and capacity of existing facilities. Drying and

storage services of commercial elevators may be the most economical for

small volumes of corn production. In-bin dryers provide the lowest cost



across the greatest range of annual volumes. At volumes above 20,000

bushels, the addition of a stirring device reduces the cost per bushel

by providing greater drying capacity with any given size of heating com-

ponents. The automatic batch and continuous flow dryers are very similar

in their characteristics and become competitive with the other systems at

60,000 bushels or more per year. Low temperature drying reduces the re-

quirement for supplemental heat sources, but this saving is offset by the

electricity used to meet the high airflow requirements. The height of the

bin is also restricted by airflow requirements."

Foster and Peart (1976) reported that typical high-temperature corn

drying costs in 1975 were 15 cents per bushel for 10 percentage points

moisture removal

.

1.2.3 Simulation Model for Corn Drying

Morey and Peart (1971) studied the optimum design of a natural air corn

drying system with two different filling procedures. They obtained optimal

combinations of horsepower and depth for several sets of costs and capac-

ities. They indicated sensitivity of the solution to various parameter

changes, especially to the bed depth.

Bloome and Shove (1972) simulated low temperatures drying of shelled

corn leading to optimization. Low temperature drying of shelled corn is

deoendent upon the airflow, the harvest mositure content, the harvest date,

the amount of heat added to the drying air and the variability of weather.

They determined the effects of each of these variables and developed a

least cost optimization of low temperature drying. Recommendations were

presented for design parameters of best systems for drying shelled corn

having specific harvest moisture contents.



Carpenter and Brooker (1972) presented a simulation model to analyse

costs associated with harvesting, drying and storing systems for shelled

corn. The model provided a means of evaluating the effect of the size and

type of equipment used in system. This system used weather data for 20

harvesting seasons from 1946 to 1965 and cost data were obtained by averag-

ing the computed yearly costs for the 20-year period.

1.2.4 Heat Required to Vaporize Moisture

Evaluation of systems and design of equipment for processing operations

such as artificial drying of grain usually requires information on three

aspects of the basic process: (a) the amount of energy required, (b) the

rate at which the process may be made to proceed, and (c) the equilibrium

moisture. Johnson and Dale (1954) described a method of measuring the heat

of vaporization, and the results obtained in drying tests on wheat and

shelled corn. He concluded the following:

1. The heat required for evaporation of moisture in wheat and shelled

corn may be greater than the heat required for evaporation of free water

depending on the magnitude of the hygroscopic effect at lower moisture

contents.

2. The heat requirement is primarily a function of grain moisture

content and is not significantly dependent upon drying temperature and

initial moisture.

3. Over the range of moistures encountered in most actual drying

systems for wheat and shelled corn, above 14 per cent dry basis, the heat

required for vaporization is between 1.00 and 1.06 times that for vaporiza-

tion of free water.



4. If drying is carried to moisture contents below 14 per cent, the

heat requirement is further increased; at moisture content of 10 per cent

dry basis, it is aobut 1.15 to 1.20 times that for free water.

Chung and Pfost (1967) investigated the heat and free energy changes

of adsorption and desorption. Adsorption and desorption isotherms were

obtained for corn, corn starch, corn germ, corn hull, and corn gluten at

22, 25, and 50 C and at relative humidity in the range of 8.9 to 38.9 per

cent. They described the heat of adsorption and desorption as the follow-

ing: When water vapor is adsorbed on a surface, a quantity of heat, the

heat of adsorption is released. When adsorbed water vapor is desorbed, a

quantity of heat is taken up, the heat of desorption, and is a measure of

the heat or energy that must be added to adsorbed gas to break the inter-

molecular force. The heat of adsorption or desorption indicated the binding

energy of the intermolecular force between the molecules of water vapor and

the surface of adsorbent. They presented the following equation for evalu-

ating the isosteric heats of adsorption and desorption of the materials

investigated by assuming that AH was invariant with temperature.

AH .
= R

st T2' T
1

In /

where AH = the isosteric heat of sorption (3TU/lb-mole)

R = universal gas constant (1.987 3TU/lb-mole- R)

P, , P
?
= equilibrium vapor pressures at temperatures at T, and T~,

respectively (psia)

7, , T«= absolute temperature ( R)

The calculation values of isosteric heats of adsorption and desorption

ranged from 16 Kcal/g-mole to 10.5 Kcal/g-mole. They concluded that



isosteric heats and free energy changes of adsorption and desorption de-

creased continually with increasing moisture content, and isosteric heats

and free energy changes of desorption were consistently greater than those

of adsorption.

1.2.5 Efficiency of Drying System

Peart and Lien (1975) defined fuel efficiency and drying efficiency by

the following:

1. Fuel efficiency is defined as the ratio of the theoretical energy

required to evaporate the water to the amount of energy supplied by the fuel

used to heat the air. Fan energy is usually not included in the denominator

for high temperature dryers.

2. Drying efficiency is defined as the ratio of the theoretical energy

required to vaporize the moisture to the heat available for drying in the

drying air.

They showed that fuel efficiency for high speed dryers, 140-284 F and

45-125 cfm per bushel, increased with temperature and increased as airflow

rates decreased; and for low-speed drying systems, 50-90 °F and 0.9-4.5 cfm

per bushel, increased as drying air temperature decreased with the same

ambient air state.

Agricultural Engineering (1975) showed the energy efficiencies of

various drying techniques. In that report, drying efficiency (bushel per

gallon of L.P. gas) of drying techniques are as follows:

1. Batch or continuous flow with cooling in dryer (130 °F to 220 F);

6.5 bushel per gallon.

2. Batch or continuous flew with dryeraticn (ISO °F to 220 °F); 8.1

bushel per gallon.

3. Bin drying without stirring device (10 °F rise with 55 per cent



relative humidity humidistat control); 9.2 bushel per gallon.

4. 5in drying with stirring device (110 F to 14Q °F); 9.2 bushel per

gal Ion.

5. Bin batch-drying cooling in bin (120 °F to 140 F); 9.2 bushel per

gallon.

6. Electric bin drying (2 F to 7 F rise); 7.7 bushel per gallon.

7. Combination system, 5 per cent with batch or continuous flow dry-

ing, 2 per cent with dryeration, 3 per cent with aeration; 12.5 bushel per

gallon.

Foster and Peart (1976) presented the overall efficiency in drying

tests with both batch and continuous flow operation of a typical dryer was

near 40 per cent. Modification in heated air drying procedures (dryeration)

increased efficiency to about 60 per cent (Sinha and Muir, 1973).

Morey et al . (1976) attempted to define and evaluate some of the com-

monly proposed alternatives for saving energy in drying. Some of the

conclusions made by them are:

3\
1. Reducing the airflow rate on high-airflow dryers (90-120 cmm/m )

3
down to 60-90 cmm/m will produce energy savings. However, reducing airflow

may be difficult to accomplish on some dryers and may cause problems with

nonuniformity of drying at high initial moisture contents.

2. Increasing drying air temperature should be considered if accept-

able quality can be maintained. Grain quality must be monitored closely if

drying air temperature is increased.

3. Drying air temperature should not be lowered in an attempt to

reduce energy requirements.

4. If airflow rates have been lowered, care should be exercised in

increasing drying air temperatures.
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5. Partial drying in a high-temperature dryer followed by cooling and

drying in a bin at lower airflows will save significant amount of energy

without reducing quality or yield and may actually improve quality.

6. Drying air temperature can be increased to provide additional

energy savings with acceptable quality if grain is only partially dried in

the high temperature system.

1.2.6 Timeliness Loss Factors

Timliness of a field operation must be considered to have an economic

value. Timeliness costs arise because of the inability to complete a drying

operation in a reasonably short time. Delay in harvesting or drying due to

low capacity of dryer is a cost that should be borne by the dryer. Hunt

(1977) described some typical timeliness loss factors (K) for most machine

operations. From his data, K is 0.003 for corn and 0.004 for sorghum.

1.3 Objectives of Study

The broad objective of this study was to develop a simple dryer selec-

tion model for on-farm drying facilities in order to select the drying

system in optimum cost.

The specific objectives were as follows:

1. To analyse the thermal efficiencies of several drying systems.

2. To discuss the mathematical modeling method for dryer selection.

3. To suggest optimized drying systems for shelled corn drying.

1.4 Mathematical Modeling for Costs of Shelled Corn Drying

Dryer selection should be based on anticipated performance and antic-

ipated costs. Since these future values can never be known exactly,
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selection mist proceed with a liberal or flexible view toward some of the

relationshiDS among the pertinent variables. Some of the rigid relation-

ships may have to be relaxed in the interest of arriving at a general,

workable method for selection. In dryer selection, the most pertinent

variable is capacity of the dryer.

1.4.1 Method of Arriving at Total System Cost

Based on the above philosophy, the method of arriving at the approx-

imate total system cost is described schematically in Figure 1.1.

The steps taken in this study are: (a) collecting more than 100

different dryer specifications obtained from 22 dryer manufacturers in the

U.S.A., (b) mathematical modeling of the dependent variables as the func-

tions of the independent variables, (c) development of the dependent cost

functions, and (d) optimization of the drying system requirements.

1.4.2 Cost Components in Drying Systems

Machinery costs are divided into two categories, fixed costs and

operating costs. Operating costs increase proportionally with the amount

of operational use given the machine, while fixed costs are independent of

use.

(a) Fixed Costs

Fixed costs make up the major share of the total cost of drying

systems. Depreciation, interest, taxes, and insurance are commonly referred

to as fixed costs (Hunt, 1977).

1. Depreciation measures the amount by which the value of a dryer

decreases with the passage of time whether used or not. The following

expected life of a dryer was assumed: continuous flow dryer is 10 years;
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portable batch dryer, 10 years; batch-in-bin dryer, 15 years; natural air

dryer and natural air dryer with supplemental heat, 20 years. In this

study, the straight line method was used for calculating depreciation.

2. Interest cost was calculated at an annual rate of 8 per cent of

the average value over the life of investment or at 4 per cent of the new

cost of the dryers.

3. Taxes were calculated at 1.5 per cent of the new cost of the

dryers.

4. Insurance costs were computed at 0.3 per cent of the cost of the

new dryers.

Cost figures were based on dryer, storage, and equipment prices of the

representative dealers and manufacturers in the U.S.A. (1977).

The annual fixes costs were computed by multiplying the component

prices by the following percentages: continuous flow dryer and portable

batch dryer, 15 per cent; batch-in-bin dryer, 13 per cent; natural air dryer

with supplemental heat and natural air dryer, 12 per cent,

(b) Operating Costs

Operating costs include costs of liquefied petroleum gas, electricity,

and labor. The following prices were used in calculating costs: L. P. gas,

36 cents per gallon; electricity, 4 cents per KWH; supervisory labor, 84

cents per hour.

In most hot-air drying systems, the labor to operate these dryers was

assumed to be about one-sixth of the operating time, or about three hours

per day. In low-temperature drying systems, labor was required for only

occational checking of bins. Therefore, labor costs could be neglected in

these systems (Schwart and Hill, 1977).
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(c) Miscellaneous Costs

These costs include the shrinkage of dry matter during drying, the loss

of dry matter during fermentation, cost of over- or under-drying and the

cost of grain spoilage. But only shrinkage of corn is considered as 0.5

per cent in this study.

1.4.3 Analysis of Dryer Specifications for Modeling

The systems for drying shelled corn included in this study are contin-

uous flow dryers, portable batch dryers (automatic batch dryers), batch-in-

bin dryers, natural air dryers with supplemental heat (low-temperature

dryers), and natural air dryers,

(a) Regression Analysis

For the purpose of mathematical modeling of the dependent variables as

the functions of the independent variabla (dryer capacity), more than 100

dryer specifications which had been obtained from 22 manufacturers were

analyzed in terms of the following factors:

1

.

Grain: shel led corn.

2. Moisture content: 25 per cent to 15 per cent (wet basis)

3. Kind of dryer.

4. Holding capacity (bushel per unit).

5. Dryer capacity (bushel per hour).

5. Heat (BTU per hour).

7. Electric load (Hp and KWH).

8. Airflow rate (cfm per bushel).

9. Drying temperature (°F).

10. Dryer price (dollar per unit).
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Since the dependent variables which are heat, electric load, and dryer

price (investment) depend on dryer capacity, all of these dependent variables

were expressed in terms of dryer capacity by using a regression analysis of

a digital computer program. These analyses included only the following

drying system:

1. Continuous flow dryers

2. Portable batch dryers

3. 5atch-in-bin dryers

4. Prices of grain bins for natural drying systems

Since there were no dryer specifications for natural air dryers or low

temperature drying systems available, design parameters of the best system

for drying shelled corn proposed by Bloome and Shove (1972) were used for

design of natural air dryers and low temperature dryers. Table 1.1 shewed

the results of regression analyses. Figure 1.2 through 1.5 showed a few

typical results of regression analyses. The results of regression analyses

were well fitted to the linear, first-order model by least squares, and

there was no reason to doubt the adequacy of the model at a = 0.05 level,

(a) Drying Methods

Processes used to dry cereal grain for storage are divided into two

broad categories: those that dry grain in batches and those that dry grain

as it flows continuously through the equipment. All grain drying systems

include an air-moving device, a means of introducing the air into the grain

mass, and a chamber to hold the grain. A heater to increase the temperature

of the drying air may or may not be a part of the system (Brooker et al.,

1974). A heater was included in the drying systems in this study. The

following is the summary of analysis of specifications:
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Table 1*1. Results of Regression Analyses

n. Relationship

Systems \^

Heat(BTU/hr,Y)

vs

QC(bu/hr,X)

Electric Load(Hp,Y)

vs

DC(bu/hr,X)

Investment ($/unit ,Y)

vs

DC(bu/hr,X)

Y=aX + b Y«cX + d Y=eX + f

Continuous

Flow

Dryer

70<DC <1200

" a"- 20855.30

b =» -313197.0

R2 - 0.306

SD » 2,167

c = 0.1072

d » 5.6179

R2 - 0.816

SD - 11.839

e - 37.6000

f - 5645.27

R2 = 0.971

SD =» 1054.6

Portable

Batch

Dryer

40 i DCs 420

a - 20575.90

b - -309002.4

R2 - 0.968

SD » 0.306

c - 0.1058

d =• 5.5427

R2 - 0.979

SD - 1.181

e » 13.3974

f - 4928.701

R2 =» 0.947

SD - 474.7

Batch-

In-Bln

Dryer

40^DC ^250

a - 19928.80

b =» -299248.8

R2 - 0.825

SD =- 0.956

c - 0.1024

d » 5.368*>

R
2

- 0.954

SD = 1.358

e - 39.6805

f = 2099.035

R
2
- 0.937

SD - 517.6

Natural Air

|

Dryer with

Supplemental Heat

3.6<DC< 44.6

a - 5159.16

b - 0.0

c =» 0.605

d - 0.0

e - 119.952

f - 2173.0

R2 - 0.955

SD = 367.3J

™ . -

Natural c - 0.780

d » 0.0

' '" "

e - 350.520

f - 1423.0

R
2

- 0.955

SD » 367.3

Air

Dryer

1.3< DC <16.7

* DC =» Dryer Capacity (bu/hr)
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1. Continuous flow dryer: Continuous flow dryers are usually operated

16 hours a day or more and require careful management. The high air temper-

ature demands that careful attention to be given to safety devices. There

is usually considerable handling equipment in the complete system as well as

expensive harvesting equipment that causes dryer shutdown time to be costly.

Holding capacity ranges from 100 bushels to 1600 bushels; dryer capacity,

70 to 1200 bushels per hour; heat, 1 to 25.0 million BTU per hour; electric

load, 13 to 135 horsepower; approximate airflow rate, 20 to 100 cfm per

bushel; approximate drying temperature, 180 °F to 220 °F; estimated invest-

ment, $8,000 to $50,765 per unit.

2. Portable batch dryer (automatic batch dryer): Portable batch dryers

are often equipped to operate automatically. Timers and temperature sensors

are used to control drying time, cooling time, and transfer of the grain to

and from the dryer and from one part of the dryer to another. This drying

system differs from the in-bin systems in that: (a) the bed thickness is

less, columns are usually 12 to 18 inches wide; (b) the airflow rate is

higher, airflow rates of 50 to 100 cfm per bushel are commonly used; and

(c) the grain column is vertical and air passes through it from side to

side. Holding capacity ranges from 100 bushels to 1,000 bushels; dryer

capacity, 40 to 420 bushels per hour; heat, 1.0 to 8.4 million BTU per hour;

electric load, 10 to 50 horsepower; approximate airflow rate, 50 to 120 cfm

per bushel; approximate drying temperature, 160 F to 200 F; estimated

investment, $5,700 to $12,600 per unit.

3. Batch-in-bin dryer: Drying grain in batches within a bin and sub-

sequently moving the dried grain to storage is a popular drying method.

Batch-in-bin drying becomes feasible when large diameter bins become avail-

able. The grain surface must be leveled to assure even drying over the

entire bin floor. Sweep augers and under-bin augers are employed to unload
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the bin in a reasonable length of time. Holding capacity ranges from 500

bushels to 1500 bushels; dryer capacity, 40 to 250 bushels per hour; heat,

1.0 to 4.0 million BTU per hour; electric load, 10 to 30 horsepower;

approximate airflow rate, 10 to 30 cfm per bushel; approximate drying

temperature, 120 °F to 140 °F; estimated investment, $4,500 to $12,000 per

unit.

4. Natural air dryer with supplemental heat: Drying a full bin of

grain as a single batch is a slow process. The grain bed is usually deep

(up to 16 feet) and a relatively low airflow rate is provided. A heater

may be used in conjunction with the fan; in this case a humidistat is

located in the plenum to serve as a sensing device for the heater control.

The purpose of the heaters is to decrease the relative humidity of the inlet

air when it is higher than some preselected value. In this study, design

parameters of optimum system proposed by Bloome and Shove (1972) were used.

These parameters were: heater size (electric heater) is 4.5 KW per 1,000

bushels per 14 days; electric load, 1.8 horsepower per 1,000 bushels per

14 days; airflow rate, 2.0 cfm per bushel; grain depth, 12 feet. Using

electric heater, air temperature is increased 2 to 10 F. Bin holding

capacity ranges from 1,200 to 20,000 bushel; estimated investment, $2,600

to $7,530 per unit.

5. Natural air dryer: When natural air (unheated) is used with the

full bin system, the fan is turned on as soon as a few inches of grain

cover the false floor or the duct system. The fan runs continuously until

the drying zone moves through the entire bin of grain. The grain is warmed

by the drying air during daytime fan operation, and the heated grain serves

as a heat source for the cooler air during nighttime operation. The design

parameters were as the follows: Fan size is 0.87 horsepower per 1,000
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bushels per 38 days; airflow rate is 1.88 cfm per bushel; grain depth is

12 feet. Holding capacity ranges from 1,200 to 15,000 bushels and

estimated investment is from $1,900 to $7,300 per unit.

1.4.4 Mathematical Modeling

Cost calculations for drying systems are based on several assumptions

about drying practices and characteristics of drying systems. The following

assumptions or relationships were used in the development of the mathematical

model

:

(a) Assumptions

1. The average corn farm size is 636 acres, but corn production per

farm ranges from 1,000 bushels to 300,000 bushels (Kansas Agriculture, 1976).

2. The optimum number of days for corn harvest is considered to be 20

to 25. This number of days refers to harvesting, not calendar days (Brooker

et al., 1974).

3. Ambient air conditions read from the Schmidt and Waite maps for the

corn belt are: mean wet bulb temperature, 47 F; mean wet bulb depression,

8 F t 2.0; relative humidity, 50 per cent.

4. Shelled corn is dried from 25 per cent to 15 per cent moisture con-

tent, wet basis.

5. Cost components of drying system include fuel cost (L.P. gas),

electric costs, supervisory labor costs, timeliness costs, fixed costs, and

shrinkage costs.

6. Prices of dryers are based on dryer specifications of 1977. L.P.

gas price is 36 cents per gallon; electricity, 4 cents per KWH; supervisory

labor, 84 cents per hour; and price of yellow dent corn, $2.30 per bushel.

7. Heat of combustion of L.P. gas is 91,400 BTU per gallon and effic-

iency is 0.9 (Yound and Dickens, 1975). Overall efficiency of fan and motor
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system is 0.5, and efficiency of heat exchange system (efficiency of genera-

tion) is 0.3 (Pfost et al., 1977).

8. Operating hours per day for continuous flow and portable batch

systems are 16 for batch-in-bin; natural air with supplemental heat and

natural air dry systems are 24.

9. Timeliness loss factor (TF) is 0.003 for corn and 0.004 for sorghum

(Hunt, 1977).

10. Shrinkage in dry matter during drying is 0.5 per cent (Schwart and

Hill, 1977).

(b) Analysis of the Problem and Modeling

A number of different costs are involved in the drying of grain. These

include energy to heat the air, energy to force the air through the grain,

energy to operate metering equipment, labor, maintenance, depreciation,

interest, taxes, insurance, and miscellaneous costs.

In this analysis, costs for heating the drying air, costs for electric

load, costs for supervisory labor, and fixed costs were considered. Also

for the optimum drying cost systems, timeliness costs and cost of shrinkage

were considered.

1. Total annual drying cost was calcualted by:

CT= < C
1

+ C
2

+ C
3

+ C4>S +C
5

+ C
6 n-D

where Cj = total drying cost (dollar per year)

C, = fuel cost for drying (dollar per hour)

C~ = electric cost for drying (dollar per hour)

C-, = cost of supervisory labor (dollar per hour)

C, = timeliness cost (dollar per hour)

C- = fixed cost (dollar per year)

Cg = cost of shrinkage (dollar per year)



TQ = total quantity to be dried (bushel per year)

DC = dryer capacity (bushel per hour)

2. Fuel cost for drying is directly proportional to the energy to heat

the air. It was calculated from equation 1-2:

HxP,
c

i
= e7ttc n-2)

where C-, = fuel cost for drying (dollar per hour)

H = energy to heat the air (BTU per hour)

P, = price of fuel (dollar per gallon)

E, = efficiency of fuel combustion (decimal)

HC = heat of fuel combustion (BTU per gallon)

3. Electric cost for drying is also directly proportional to the elec-

tric load. It was calculated from equation 1-3:

0.7457 x HP x ?
9

C
2

= g- 1 (1-3)

where C~ = electric cost for drying (dollar per hour)

HP = fan and metering horsepower (Hp)

?2 = price of electricity (dollar per KWH)

E
2

= overall efficiency of fan and motor system (decimal)

4. Cost of supervisory labor for dryer operation is a function of dry-

ing time. It is constant.

C
3

= P
3

(1-4)

where P^ = cost of labor (dollar per hour)

5. Timeliness costs cf a field operation must be considered to have an

economic value. These costs arise because of the inability to complete a

field operation in a reasonable short time. These are not out-of-pocket

costs but reductions in potential return, as when the yield and quality of
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a crop are reduced because of delays in harvesting (Hunt, 1977). Delays due

to bad weather cannot be charged to the dryer, but delay in harvesting the

last part of the field because the dryer has low capacity is a cost that

should be charged to the dryer. Therefore, timeliness costs are so impor-

tant in the dryer selection process that they must be evaluated quantita-

tively and considered as a valid cost of dryer operation.

Total timeliness costs for an operation depend on the scheduling of

operations with respect to the optimum time and on the duration of the

operation. There are three types of scheduling: premature scheduling,

delayed scheduling, and balanced scheduling. In this analysis, scheduling

was assumed as balanced scheduling. Timeliness costs were determined by the

following expression (Hunt, 1977):

TF x P
4

x TQ
C
4

=
FS x HR

^"^

where C, = timeliness costs (dollar per hour)

TF = timeliness loss factor (one per day)

P* = price of crop (dollar per bushel)

TQ = total quantity to be dried (bushel per year)

FS = factor of scheduling of operations

premature scheduling, 2.0

delayed scheduling, 2.0

balanced scheduling, 4.0

HR = hours of dryer operation (hours per day)

6. Fixed costs were expressed by the following equation:

C
5

= F x P
5

(1-6)

where C- = fixed costs (dollars per year)

F = estimated total annual fixed cost percentage of new

investment (decimal)
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P- = cost of new investment (dollars per unit)

7. Cost of shrinkage was calculated from equation 1-7:

C
6
= SK x P

4
x TQ (1-7)

where C^ = cost of shrinkage (dollars per year)

SK = percentage of shrinkage (decimal)

P
4

= price of crop (dollars per bushel)

TQ = total quantity to be dried (bushel per year)

Since heat, electric load, and the price of a dryer could be expressed

in terms of dryer capacity using the results of analysis of dryer specifica-

tions (Table 1.1), equation 1-2, 1-3, and 1-6 can be expressed by:

Pi

C
l

=
E x HC

(a x DC + b) (1 " 8)

0.7457 x P9
C 9

= - (c x DC + d) (1-9)
2 E

2

C
5

= F (e x DC + f) (1-10)

When all these cost functions were substituted in equation 1-1, the total

cost function was expressed by the following equation:

P
1

0.7^57 x P
?

C
T

=
*-

E x HC (
a x DC + b

)
+

£
(c x DC + d) + ?

3

TF x P. x TQ Tn
+

FS X

4

HR
] f +F(exDC+f)+ (SK x P

4
x TQ) (1-11)

1.5 Analysis of Thermal Efficiency

Thermal efficiency is defined as the ratio of the theoretical energy

required to evaporate the water from the grain to the amount of energy sup-

plied to the drying systems.
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The amount of energy supplied usually includes energy to heat the air

and the electric load. Thermal efficiency was determined as the following

equation:

tf DM x DC x HVP x (GM1 - GM2) n ljMlt
_H_

+
CONT x HP

U-i^;

E
l

E
2

X E
3

where TE = thermal efficiency (decimal)

DM = dry matter content (pounds per bushel)

corn: 47.32 (pounds per bushel)

sorghum: 48.16 (pounds per bushel)

DC = dryer capacity (bushels per hour)

HVP = heat of vaporization of water from grain (BTUs per pound)

GM1 , GM2 = initial and final moisture content of grain (dry basis,

decimal

)

H = energy to heat the air (BTUs per hour)

E, = efficiency of fuel combustion (decimal)

CONT = constant of conversion factor (0.7457 x 3412.4)

HP = fan and metering horsepower (Hp)

E« = overall efficiency of fan and motor system (decimal)

E~ = efficiency of heat exchange system (efficiency of generation,

decimal

)

The heat of vaporization of cereal grain is defined as the energy re-

quired to vaporize moisture from the product. Equilibrium moisture content

curves furnish the data necessary to calculate it. It is dependent upon its

moisture content and temperature. The lower the moisture content and the

temperature, the higher the heat of vaporization.

In this study, the heat of vaporization for corn was estimated from the

data of Johnson and Dale (1954) and Haynes (1961):
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Drying Temperature (°F) Heat of Vaporization (BTU/lb.)*

180 - 220

160 - 200

120 - 140

60 - 70

50 - 60

1045.0

1060.0

1092.0

1133.0

1138.0

*Moisture content: 25 per cent to 15 per cent (wet basis

The results of the analysis of thermal efficiency are shown in Figure

1.6. The thermal efficiencies of continuous flow dryers ranged from 31.3 to

36.3 per cent; portable batch dryer, 32.7 to 42.7 per cent; baich-in-bin

dryer, 35.4 to 44.8 per cent; natural air dryer with supplemental heat, 52.6

per cent; and natural air dryer, 63.8 per cent.

In this analysis, thermal efficiencies of natural air drying systems were

higher than those of heated air drying systems, and continuous flow drying

systems have the lowest thermal efficiency. Since the heated air leaves the

column (drying zone) before it is saturated, continuous flew drying systems

have the lowest thermal efficiency.

1.6 Drying Systems Leading to Optimum Cost

In order to determine the optimum drying system for corn drying, the

annual drying costs and optimum drying costs of five different drying systems

were compared. Also estimated cost and performance relationships were

analyzed, and volume ranges of optimum costs were suggested.

1.6.1 Comparison of Annual and Optimum Drying Costs

Annual drying costs were calculated by using equation 1-11. Figure 1.7
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and Figure 1.8 show the annual drying costs of volumes to be dried from

2,000 bushels to 100,000 bushels. The dryer capacities for optimum costs

increase, and annual drying costs of lower dryer capacities are higher than

those of higher dryer capacity as the volume to dried increases in general.

But each system has its own dryer capacity for optimum cost.

Therefore, it is desirable to determine the optimum dryer capacity for

selecting the optimum drying system, instead of comparing annual drying costs.

When the objective function of a desion Droblem can be written in terms

<

of a single independent variable, the differential calculus may often be >

i/i

used to determine the optimum, then the derivative of the objective function <
j
j

[equation (1-11)] should be at the optimum. §

dCT

H^=0 (1-13)

The optimum dryer capacity was:

[~Z. bxP, 0.7457d x P
9

TF x P, x TQ
nrnp = /—L^— t L + L + p + z \ (1-14)ULUK y'exF l

E
]

xHC E
2

^3 FS x HR ; u IHj

DC0P = optimum dryer capacity (bushels per hour)
j
<

From equation 1-14, optimum dryer capacity can be determined, which is
z
<

necessary to calculate the optimum drying cost.

Figure 1.9 shows optimum dryer costs of five different drying systems

in terms of dollar per year and dollar per bushel. Optimum drying costs

were described within dryer capacities for each drying system. The natural

air drying system can dry the shelled corn economically for volumes from

1,000 bushels to 2,700 bushels and natural air drying systems with supple-

mental heat is the most economical system for volumes from 2,700 bushels to

20,000 bushels. The hot-air drying systems, which permit the greatest flex-

ibility at harvest time, are the most optimum systems above 20,000 bushels.

The batch-in-bin dryer is the most economical not-air drying system for
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volumes from 20,000 bushels to 70,000 bushels. The portable batch and con-

tinuous flow drying systems are not competitive with the batch-in-bin

drying system in the optimum drying cost per bushel at volumes below

70,000 bushels per year; at 70,000 bushels or above, they can be compared

favorably with other drying and storage systems.

In comparison of optimum drying cost per bushel, the estimated costs

range 16.3 to 20.6 cents per bushel for the continuous flow drying system;

15.3 to 32.1 cents per bushel for the portable batch drying system; 14.7

to 16.3 cents per bushel for batch-in-bin drying system; 14.3 to 39.5 cents

per bushel for natural air drying system with supplemental heat; 13.1 to

33.9 cents per bushel for natural air drying system.

The relationships between the optimum drying costs and the thermal

efficiencies of different drying systems are that the higher the thermal

efficiency, the lower the optimum drying cost in general.

1.6.2 Estimated Cost and Performance Relationships

Table 1.2 shows the estimated cost and performance relationships of

grain dryers for shelled corn in reducing the moisture content from 25

per cent to 15 per cent, wet basis.

This table was based on the following assumptions:

1. Optimum number of days for harvesting was considered to be approx-

imately 20.

2. Design parameter for drying capacity of natural air dryer with

supplemental heat was 1,000 bushels per 14 days, and drying could be done

twice.

3. Drying and storage days for natural air dryers was 40.

In this table, all drying systems were classified by their holding

capacities into small, medium, and large sizes. Labor costs, timeliness
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cost and shrinkage loss were not included in operating costs and fixed costs.

Estimated fixed costs were compared according to the volumes to be dried in

order to give some idea about alternative drying systems. Drying capacity

per investment is approximately 20 bushels per $1,000 in heated-air drying

systems.

1.6.3 Suggested Volume Ranges

Solving for an optimum dryer capacity in equation 1-14 will produce a

very precise mathematical answer. The practicability of this precision will

depend on the degree of sharpness of the annual cost curve at its optimum

point. The range in allowable dryer capacity of optimum cost for a pre-

selected difference in annual costs was given by equation 1-15 and illustrated

in Figure 1.10.

DC, = DC0P + 5
DAC

c1,2 2 e x F
t

J*
e x F x DAC(DC0P +

4

°A

jj p
) (1-15)

where DC, « = allowable ranges of optimum dryer capacity (bushels per hour)

DAC = preselected difference in annual cost (dollars per year)

DC0P = optimum dryer capacity (bushels per hour)

e, F = constants

In Figure 1.10, if the annual drying costs were allowed to vary as much

as $200 above the optimum cost point which was $5,000 and 340 bushels per

hour (DAC = $200), the resulting ranges in optimum drying capacity might be

230 and 460 bushels per hour instead of being 340 bushels per hour.

The volume ranges of grain were presented graphically in Figure 1.11

in relation to the drying methods. The volume limits of a given method were

not, by any means, absolutely fixed but were rather the suggested ranges for

the drying method. The range indicated was based on the analysis of optimum

drying cost and management considerations.
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1.7 Other Considerations Affecting the Selection of Drying and Storage Systems

Besides the cost relationships, there may be operational and managerial

requirements that should be considered in selecting a dryer. Some advantages

and disadvantages are listed below for each system.

1.7.1 Continuous Flow Drying System

Advantages:

1. This system is usually operated automatically.

2. It is the most acceptable device for large capacities and long

seasonal use.

3. Generally, grain is dried uniformly.

Disadvantages:

1. Operates automatically, this system requires careful management.
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2. The high air temperature required demands that careful attention be

given to the safety devices.

1.7.2 Portable Batch Drying System

Advantages:

1. Units can be obtained to process a wide range of batch sizes.

2. Units can be moved from one location to another when they are not

filled with grain.

3. The dryers can be driven and operated by a tractor, independent of

all other electrical sources.

4. The dryers can be automated.

Disadvantages:

1. Some portion of the grain is over-dried; high- and low-moisture grain

are blended to obtain an acceptable average moisture content.

2. Units that dry and cool with the same fan require considerable time

per batch for cooling, unloading, and loading.

3. The heat available in the drying air is not used as efficiently as

it is in deep-bed drying.

1.7.3 Batch-In-Bin Drying System

Advantages:

1. A wide range of dryer selection exists.

2. The depth of drying can be varied from day to day to give flexibility

to the harvesting schedule.

3. The batch-drying bin can be filled at the end of the harvest season

by using the layer-drying technique.
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Disadvantages

:

1. There is a large moisture aradient from the bottom to the top of

the batch.

2. The grain must be handled at least twice. The second handling, that

of unloading the bin, can cause considerable damage to the portion of grain

that is over-dried.

3. Time is spent in cooling and unloading the dried grain.

1.7.4 Natural Air Drying System

Advantages:

1. The grain can be harvested at any rate desired.

2. The management is relatively simple.

3. Grain handling is held to a minimum.

4. The heat in the drying air that is available for drying is

efficiently used.

5. Grain is not over-dried.

6. The low-temperature air cuases high quality grain with not stress

cracks from heating and cooling.

7. Reliance on restricted supplies of L.P. gas or natural gas is

ei iminated.

Disadvantages

:

1. Harvesting cannot take place when the grain is high in moisture

content.

2. The drying process is continued over an extended period of time,

prolonging the management period.

3. Each bin must have a drying unit since the drying period may extend

for a month or more.

4. Drying process is influenced much by weather conditions.



1.8 Future Grain Drying Systems

Increasing costs of energy, decreasing supplies of fossil fuels and an

increasing trend of field shelling (corn production) may require major

changes in present practices of harvesting, conditioning, and storing corn.

Therefore, field drying, even at the cost of high field losses, can be

economical if fuel costs become too great. Figures 1.12 and 1.13 show the

increasing trends of energy costs and on-farm corn drying. The use of alter-

native energy sources is also receiving increasing attention. Substitution

of electricity for natural gas or L.P. gas does not reduce total energy con-

sumption but may have short-term advantages where electricity is generated

from energy sources in greater abundance than gas. The use of solar energy

for drying has been deomonstrated to be technically feasible. Investment

costs appear to be too high for rapid adoption at the present time, but some

units are currently being operated on farms. As energy costs rise and

collector designs are refined to reduce costs per unit of heat collected, the

cost of solar energy relative to other fuels will improve (Foster and Peart,

1976).

1.9 Summary and Conclusion

Mathematical modeling for dryer selection was discussed and thermal

efficiencies of drying systems were analysed. In the process of formulating

a model, more than 100 dryer specifications, which had been obtained from

22 manufacturers and dealers in the U.S.A., were used and were examined.

Not one of these drying methods is superior to all others when considering

the entire range of circumstances that exist in on-farm grain drying. The

choice depends upon the annual volume, the marketing pattern, the type of

farm, the cost, and the kind and capacity of existing facilities.
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The following general conclusions may be drawn from the study:

1. The thermal efficiency of natural air drying systems is better than

any other system, and that of the continuous flow drying system is the

lowest of the drying systems.

2. The thermal efficiencies of drying systems have a close relationship

with the annual drying costs which are usually low when the thermal effic-

iencies are high.

3. Natural air dryers are economical drying systems at volumes below

2,700 bushels; natural air dryers with supplemental heat are economical at

volumes from 2,700 to 20,000 bushels; and batch-in-bin dryers, from 20,000 to

70,000 bushels. Portable batch and continuous flow dryers, which are \/ery

similar in their characteristics, become economically competitive only at

volumes of 70,000 bushels or more per year.

4. Future grain drying systems may include field drying or a system

which uses alternative energy sources such as natural air or solor energy.

1.10 Suggestions for Further Research

In order to develop a more accurate model, a field survey of grain drying

methods is desirable. The mathematical model should be developed into the

model associated with harvesting, drying, handling, and storing systems not

only for shelled corn but also for other cereal grains.

Simulation leading to optimum cost for combination drying systems may

be a good study for economical drying and fuel conservation.
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Cnapter 2

SIMULATION OF NATURAL AIR DRYING OF ROUGH RICE

2.1 Introduction

In the past, the drying characteristics of ether grains such as corn

have been extensively investigated. However, relatively little research has

been performed on drying of rough rice.

Rice production in the United States is a highly mechanized operation.

This includes harvesting by combines at a time when the kernels are mature,

but still at a high moisture content. Drying is necessary before the rice

is suitable for storage in bulk bins. Most of the rice is custom-dried at

commercial dryers by exposure to heated air; however, some of the rice crop

is dried on the farm in bins designed for grain drying (Calderwood and Webb,

1971}.

Rough rice must be dried to approximately 13.5 per cent (wet basis)

which is an acceptable market delivery moisture content (Henderson, 1955).

The problems encountered in drying rough rice are similar to those in drying

other cereal crops, but rice requires a more careful drying treatment than

what is needed for most other grain crops. This is because a premium is

placed on merchandising milled rice 'as whole kernels. Improper drying causes

internal stresses in kernels of rough rice that result in breakage when the

rice is milled (Calderwood, 1965).

Heated air is not recommended for drying deep depths of rice, since it

results in overdrying the bottom part and may cause spoilage in the upper

1 a *

' e ** s c f the rice (Soren c
, on and Crane 1960).

Now, we are experiencing renewed interest in unheated air drying of

cereal grains. Two factors seem to be contributing to this interest:

47
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1. The expense and complexity of high capacity heated air drying systems,

2. The farmers' desire for drying systems capable of accepting wet grain

as rapidly as it can be harvested.

The effectiveness of unheated air drying is, of course, dependent upon

the weather. It is the uncertainty of the weather that prompts us to set the

limits of operation for these systems.

A list of factors affecting the operation of unheated air drying systems

must include: airflow rate, rice moisture content, grain depth, and harvest

date. The evaluation of these factors as well as the effect of year-to-year

weather variations would require the operation of a large number of field

or laboratory systems for several years. Such an approach seems prohibitive

in time and funds required. Therefore, a computer simulation was suggested

for a feasibility study over several years of weather data, harvest mois-

ture contents and dryer designs. This simulation would give benefits by

the control of input variables, and allow testing of many proposed designs

and management methods.

During the past years, there have been several actual experiments of

natural air drying of rough rice in rice growing areas, but this interest

has now been expended by the possibility of drying rice in storage in the

Gulf Coast area. The humid weather conditions existing in that area and

the differences in the harvesting dates and the handling practices make it

necessary to develop the design parameters for natural air rough rice drying

in order to have a good quality and minimum costs.

2.2 Review of Literature

2.2.1 Rough Rice Drying by Natural Air

There were several experiments for rough rice drying with unheated air,

which gave reasonable test data and recommendations for natural air drying
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systems in the rice growing area.

Morrison (1954) made tests to determine the practicability of drying

rice in storage bins at Beaumont, Texas. His test results indicate that

rough rice can be dried using unheated air under weather conditions in the

Texas rice belt. The following recommendations were made on the basis of

the tests conducted at Beaumont:

1. Fill bins to a maximum depth of 10 feet if the rice contains less

than 18 per cent moisture and 8 feet if the moisture content is above 18

per cent.

2. Select ventilation equipment which will provide an air-flow rate

of 9.0 cfm per barrel

.

3. Start the blower as soon as possible after the air ducts are uni-

formly covered with rice.

4. Push air through the rice continuously, except when a period of

extremely high, humidity lasts longer than 24 hours. During such periods,

operate the blower two to three hours each day to prevent heating until the

weather clears. Continue with this procedure until the moisture content of

the top foot of the rice is reduced to about 16 per cent. Then push air

only when the outside relative humidity is 75 per cent or less.

Henderson (1955) conducted studies to find the optimum air rate for

deep bed unheated air rice dryers for California installations to determine

the effect of various performance features upon final rice quality and to

apply the findings to other rice producing areas. He made conclusions that

deep bed, unheated air rice dryers would produce good quality rice in

California if the proper airflow rate through the mass was applied.

Sorensor and Crane (1960) made tests at Beaumont, Texas, during seven

crop years (1952-53 through 1958-59) to determine the practicability of
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drying rough rice in storage in Texas. Their results, with small-scale and

full-scale bins, emphasized the importance of the time-temperature-initial

moisture relationship in reducing the moisture content of rice below 16 per

cent. In unheated air and supplemental heat crying applications under Texas

conditions, the moisture in the wettest layer of rice at temperatures of 70

to 75 °F must be reduced below 16 per cent in 15 days or less to prevent

grade loss from discolored kernels. Further reduction in moisture to a safe

storage level of 12.5 per cent was accomplished over a period of several

weeks in the Beaumont area without grade loss. Tests conducted for the past

seven years indicate a minimum airflow rate of 9.0 cfm per barrel (2.5 cfm

per bushel) for 20 per cent moisture content and 8 feet bed depth to insure

drying without loss in grade and milling yields under the different weather

and moisture conditions occuring within a season or from yea>" to year.

2.2.2 Simulation Model of Natural Air Drying

Maurer (1977) tested three basic natural air drying models against six

actual drying tests; the three models were equilibrium, moisture ratio,

and mass diffusion models. He developed a statistical method for validation

of model accuracy and made reasonable modifications to the model. He con-

cluded that the mass diffusion model was the most accurate and efficient

of the models tested and developed natural-air grain drying simulation

model. His simulation model is applicable to nine different grains, but

there ere some problems in modifying and applying. The mass diffusion

model was then used to evaluate the performance of ten different fan manage-

ment systems (Pfost et al., 1977). Following conclusions were made from

the study:
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1. Equilibrium model of natural air drying systems perform best with

long time increments, i.e. 24 hours.

2. Computer models need to be tested against actual drying tests to

ascertain their accuracy and usefulness.

3. Improved equations to determine moisture transfer rates from grain

to air are needed.

4. When conducting drying studies, data need to be taken frequently

during the first part of the test to test computer models.

5. Accurate computer models can aid in evaluating fan management systems

6. Well tested computer models can be used to evaluate the likelihood

cf success of natural air drying systems under a wide variety of weather

conditions, i.e. locations, years, and seasons.

Thompson et al . (1968) developed a mathematical procedure whereby grain

drying predictions could be made with many sets of drying conditions and

with nonconventional as well as conventional grain drying methods.

Bloome (1971) developed near equilibrium simulation of shelled corn

drying, and Bloome and Shove (1972) determined the effects of independent

variables of low temperature drying of shelled corn and a least cost optim-

ization of low temperature drying.

Flood ei al. (1972) evaluated a natural air corn drying system by

simulation. And the following basic requirements for a natural air drying

simulation were suggested:

1. Data for a thin-layer equation for drying under typical fall condi-

tions in the Midwest.

2. Lata for a thin-layer eauacion for rewetting under typical fall

conditions in the Midwest.

3. Hourly weather data for the years and geographical location of

interest.
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4. means of evaluating the success or failure of a given simulation.

Thompson (1972) described and demonstrated the effect of factors,

which are date of harvest, initial moisture content, grain temperature and

weather conditions, on the temporary storage of high moisture shelled corn

with weather data of Lincoln, Nebraska. In this study, he simplified

Bloome's model to use at near equilibrium drying situations, or more

specifically low-temperature, low-airflow conditions.

Paulsen and Thompson (1973) investigated the drying characteristics

or grain sorghum at various drying air temperatures and developed a drying

simulation model to predict drying results in a deep bed.

2.2.3 Fan Model

Morey and Peart (1971) determined the best combinations of fan horse-

power and grain depth for a natural or unheated-air drying system. One

level of corn moisture, 25 per cent, was considered and input air conditions

were considered constant. From these conditions, the time for 0.5 per cent

dry matter loss was calculated from Steele's equations. Any combination

of horsepower and grain depth requiring a greater time for drying was dis-

carded. The combination of fan horsepower and grain depth which had the

lowest total cost while not exceeding the time limit was determined as the

best combination. In their study, the following fan models were presented

for single fill

:

The static pressure drop (P) through a bed of grain x-feet deep as

described by data from Shedd (1953) is:

P = x [^-1

d

CA

where Q = airflow rate (cfm)
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A = area (square feet)

c, d = constants

The horsepower (HP) required to provide an airflow (Q, cfm) against

a static pressure (P) for a fan operating at an efficiency (E) is given by

Hp = 0.0001575PQ

2.2.4 Physical and Thermal Properties of Rough Rice

Wratten et al. (1969) determined the physical characteristics such as

length, width, thickness, volume, specific gravity, density, porosity, and

surface area of medium grain (Saturn) and long grain (Bluebonnet) rough rice

as a function of moisture content, and determined the thermal characteristics

such as specific heat, bulk thermal conductivity, and bulk thermal diffusivity

of rough rice as a function of moisture content. Bulk density was determined

by the following:

P
M

= 31.195 + 0.52M r
2

= 0.99

P
L

= 32.425 + 0.33M r
2

= 0.94

where P., = bulk density (pounds per cubic foot) of medium grain

P. = bulk density (pounds per cubic foot) of long grain

M = moisture content in per cent, wet basis

Haswell (1954) found that the specific heat of rough rice was well

fitted by a straight line, he used a modified Bunsen Ice Colorimeter for

his experiments and from his tests on rough rice, he determined the follow-

ing equation:
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C = 0.0107M + 0.265

where C = specific heat (BTU per pound deg F)

M = moisture content in per cent, wet basis

2.2.5 Equilibrium Moisture Content of Rough Rice

Pfost et al. (1976) tested five equilibirum moisture-relative humidity

models using extensive experimental data. In this study, constants were

determined for various important grains for the Henderson-Thompson and

Chung-Pfost equations. The following constants of Chung-Pfost equation

were determined for rough rice:

ERH = exp [-PA/ (R0 (TG + PC) ) exp (-PB x M..)]

where PA = constant of Chung-Pfost equation (2126.826)
'

PB = constant of Chung-Pfost equation (21.733)

PC = constant of Chung-Pfost equation (32.2654)

ERH = equilibrium relative humidity of the grain at TG and M,. (decimal)

TG = initial grain temperature ( F)

M., = initial grain moisture content (dry basis, decimal)

2.2.6 Dry Matter Loss of Grain

Steele et al . (1969) measured carbon dioxide production from shelled

corn held under various conditions and related this to the dry matter decom-

position of the shelled corn. Families of curves were presented to permit

calculation of permissible storage times as a function of the temperature,

moisture content, and mechanical damage of the corn kernels.
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Saul (1970) updated Steele's curves and reported that the deterioration

rate of moist shelled corn at low temperature is approximately one-half of

that reported earlier.

2.3 Objectives of Study

1. To make reasonable modifications of a drying simulation model

(Maurer, 1977) to predict the drying results of rough rice by natural air.

2. To investigate the drying characteristics of rough rice at various

drying conditions.

3. To suggest the design parameters of natural -air drying systems of

rough rice. ,

2.4 Drying Simulation Model -KSUDRYER

Maurer (1977) tested three basic natural air models against six actual

drying tests and developed a simulation model for natural air grain drying.

To give a background for understanding the model behavior, the equa-

tions and assumptions of the model will be clearly described, and for

application purposes, there will be some descriptions about digital computer

simulation programming. This simulation model will be referred to as the

KSUDRYER throughout this study.

2.4.1 Assumptions

The natural aeration drying is a continuous process with changes in

moisture content and temperature of the air and grain occuring simultan-

eously. This process is to be modeled by calculating air and grain state

points across the grain bed with the passage of time. The continuous

variable of time is approximated by taking small time increments or steps.

This is to give the aopeararce of change with respect to time. The
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continuous variable of grain depth in the drying bin in modeled by taking

small depth increments of layers.

This system is simplified by assuming a one-foot square column of grain

will be arbitrarily selected within the bin. We assume that the changes

within this theoretical column will reflect the fluctuations throughout the

drying bin. Since the thickness of these layers will change with moisture

content, they are calculated on an equal dry weight basis (Maurer, 1977).

There are five initial known values in this system:

1. TO = initial air temperature ( F)

2. HO = initial absolute humidity of air (lb l-LO/lb air)

3. RHA = relative humidity of air (decimal)

4. TG = initial grain temperature ( F)

5. MO = initial grain moisture content (lb hLO/lb grain)

The airflow is assumed to be, from bottom to top, that of the exhaust air of

the i layer being the input air to the (i +1) layer, at any given time

(j) and layer (i).

A schematic diagram of basic simulation approach is shown in Figure 2.1.

The following assumptions were used in the development of the mathe-

matical model.

Assumptions:

1. Mass diffusion is assumed to be the governing process for the natural

air drying system.

2. No temperature or moisture gradients are assumed to exist within each

grain particle.

3. Heat transfer is implicitly defined by the mass transfer.

4. F'nal air temperature is eqja! to final grain temperature.

5. Airflow is plug type which means that the total weight of air for

a time increment At is considered present at time tj

.
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Figure 2.1. The Visualization of a Modeled Layer
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6. Heat transfer is adiabatic with no conduction losses laterally

from the layer.

7. The total mass of the system remains constant within the time inter-

val and mixing does not occur between the layer.

8. The bin is assumed to be air tight with atmospheric pressure or

site elevation given.

9. Density fluctuations do exist over time and are given as functions

of moisture content only.

2.4.2 Equations of Simulation Model

MF = MO •- Kg*NTINC* (ERH~PSTG-RHA*PSA) (2-1)

where MF, MO = final and initial grain moisture content, dry basis

Kg = mass transfer coefficient (decimal dry basis per hour-psia)

NUNC = small time increment (hour)

ERR = equilibrium relative humidity, decimal

PST6 = saturation vapor pressure at the temperature of the grain

(psia)

RHA = relative humidity of air, decimal

PSA = saturation vapor pressure of water at initial air

temperature (psia) "

The equilibrium relative humidity for the grain is calculated from the

Chung-Pfost equilibrium relative humidity equations as follows (Chung-Pfost,

1967):

ERH = exp (-PA/R0* (TG + PC) )* exp (-PB*M) ) (2-2)

where ERH = equilibrium relative humidity of the grain at TG, MO

PA, PB, PC = fitted constants for a particular grain

RO = universal gas constant (1.987 Kcal/Kg-mcle-°K)
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Saturation pressure is given by the following equation (Brooker, 1974):

If 491.69 < T < 959.69,

PS = R
Q
*exp((A + B*T + C*T

2
+ D*T

3
+ E*T

4
)/(F*T - G*T

2
) (2-3)

If 459.69 5 T < 491.69,

PS = exp(23.3924 -
11286_- 65 - 0.46057*1 n(T)

)

(2-4)

where PS = saturation pressure at temperature T (psia)

R
o

= universal gas constant (3206.1322 ft-lb)

T = absolute temperature ( R)

Constants:

A = -0.274055E 05

B = 0.541896E 02

C = -0.451370E-01

D = 0.215321E-04

E = -0.462027E-08

F = 0.241613E 01

G = 0.121547E-02

Double precision constants are given in Brooker et al . (1974).

The absolute humidity is calculated by solving the mass balance equation

using the calculated value of moisture content.

HP = HO + (MO - MF)*GLB/ALB (2-5)

where HF, HO = final and initial absolute humidity of the air

(lb H
2
0/lb dry air)

GLB = pounds of dry grain per ft
c

- NT INC- layer

ALB = pounds of dry air per ft -NTINC
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The final grain temperature is assumed to be equal to the final air

temperature. And this value is calculated from the heat balance equation

for final temperature (Thompson. 1972).

TF = {.24*ALB*T0 + ALB*H0*(1060.8 + .45*T0) - ALB*HF*1060.8 +

GLB*(M0 + !.)*[. 35 + .851*(M0/(1. + M0))3*T6}/C.24*ALB +

ALB*HF*.45 + GLB*(MF + !.)*(. 35 + .851*MF/(1. + MF))] (2-6)

Relative humidity of the exit air is found by the following equation

(Brooker, 1974):

RHF= (ATM*HF)/PS
TF

*(.6219 + HF) (2-7)

where ATM = atmospheric pressure (psia)

PST r
= partial pressure of water vapor at saturation (psia)

2.4.3 Success Criterion of Simulation

In this simulation model, dry matter loss (0.5 per cent) is used to indi-

cate drying system success. Steele et al. (1969) used carbon dioxide produc-

tion as an index of deterioration in shelled corn stored under various

storage conditions. A series of equations was presented for use in calculating

deterioration during storage or slow drying.

The equations for dry matter loss which are taken from Steele (1969) were

given in FORTRAN as follows:

DML. = 0.0833* Lexp ( .006*EQST
i

) -ll + 0.00102*EQST
i

(2-8)

EQST
i

= I NTINC/(|^ M- • M
Q

) (2-9)
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Moisture multiplier (M
f , ): for 13 < M , < 35K
M- wb, ~

J J

M» = 0. 103* [exp (455. /M.. **1.53] - 0.00345*M, + 1.558 (2-10)

J J j

Temperature multiplier (M, ): for Tp < 60 °F or M , < 19 per cent

j j
W

J

fir = 32.3*exp(-3.48*(Tr /60.)) (2-11)
T

j
G
j

If T P > 60 F and 19 per cent < M , < 28 per cent
G.

v wb. - v

J J

M
T

= 32.3*exp [-3.48*(T
fi

/60. ) ] + (M . - 19.)/100.*

j j j

exp{0.61*[(T
G

-60.)/60.]} (2-12)

If T > 60 °F and M . > 28 per cent

j

W
J

My = 32.3*exp [-3.48*(T
Q

/60.)] + .09*exp {0.61*[(T
Q

-60.)/60.]> (2-13)

Damage multiplier (M
D
): for 0.5 per cent dry matter loss

M
Q

= 2.08*exp(-0.0239*PD) (2-14)

Saul (1970) reported that the temperature multiplier at low temperature

was more closely approximated by:

for Tr < 60 °F

J

M
T

= 128.76*exp(-4.68*(T
Q

/60.)) (2-15)

j J

where DML. = total dry matter loss up to time i (per cent)

EQ5T. = equivalent storage time from time equals 1 to i (hours)

NUNC = time increment of drying model (hours)

M
M

= moisture multiplier for time j

j

M
T

= temperature multiplier for time j
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1. = damage multiplier

M.. = grain moisture per cent dry basis at time j

M .
= grain moisture per cent wet basis at time j

Tp = grain temperature at time j ( F)

j

PD = per cent kernel damage as defined in Steele (1969)

2.4.4 Digital Computer Simulation Program

The drying simulation program consisted of the following (Appendix A)

1

.

Main Program

2. s DATAIN Subroutine: transfer weather data as input data

3. USSATM Subroutine: correcting of atmospheric pressure

4. LAGRNG Subroutine: data interpolation

5. l.'EATHER Subroutine: arrange weather data for input

6. DESIGN Subroutine: read all conditions of grain and dryer

7. TABLE Subroutine: format of computer output

S. TIME Subroutine: write the status of iteration counters

9. OUTPUT Subroutine: format and statement of output

10. AIRFLO Subroutine: fan management and bin enhancement logic

11. BIN Subroutine: calculate dry matter loss

12. DEWPT Subroutine: calculate dew point

13. DRYER Subroutine: calculate the initial and final conditions

of each layer

14. EQLBRM Subroutine: calculate equilibrium value

15. PARTAL Subroutine: solve heat and mass balance equation

16. PARTF4 Subroutine: calculate partial pressure

17. GAUSS Subroutine: calculate the inverse matrix

18. EQC02 Function: calculate storage time for each layer

19. SATPS Function: calculate saturation pressure
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20. BLOCK DATA: constants of all equations

Input data to the simulator consisted of:

1. Drying time interval

2. Mass transfer coefficient

3. Initial grain moisture content (wet basis)

4. Initial grain temperature

5. Total airflow rate

6. Total weight of grain

7. Diameter of bin

8. Stain-test damage per cent

9. Number of modeled layers

1C. Grain number (kind of grains were expressed in numbers)

11. Number of weather points

12. Elevation of location of bin

13. Hourly weather data (dry bulb temperature and relative humidity)

14. Equilibrium moisture equation

15. Specific heat equation

16. Density equation

2.4.5 Computer Output

Information printed as a result of a completion of a simulation consisted

of weather data as calculated by weather subroutine and communicated to the

time subroutine, status of iteration counters, grain initial conditions,

aeration bin configuration, mathematical model attributes and moisture con-

tent at each layer with bed height.

If this program is used for the model validation purpose, actual test

data should be added to input data. Then difference table for validation
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between the actual and the predicted data, and the results of statistical

analysis of differences are printed on the computer output in addition.

2.4.6 Discussion of Simulation Model

The equations for the drying rate can be written as follows:

^ = -Kg (Pg - Pa) (Rodriguez-Arias (1956)) (2-16)

where — = drying rate (pounds of water evaporated per hour)

Kg = mass transfer coefficient (decimal db/hour-psia)

Pg = water vapor pressure of grain (psia)

Pa = water vapor pressure of air (psia)

Equation 2-1 is an approximated form of equation 2-16. Therefore, equation

2-1 cannot predict the drying rate precisely and Kg should be mass transfer

coefficient instead of diffusion coefficient.

Equation 2-2 is the Chung-Pfost equation for calculating equilibrium

relative humidity, which can predict ERH more accurately than any other

Equilibrium Moisture Content Model (Pfost et al
. , 1976).

Equations 2-3 and 2-4 came from FORTRAN PSYCHROMETRIC MODEL (SYCHART)

which was programmed by Lerew (1972).

Equation 2-5 is the statement of the mass balance. This equation states

that the moisture picked up by air is equal to the moisture lost by the grain

mass in a given layer.

Equation 2-6 is the heat balance equation which simply states that the

initial heat content of the system is equal to the final heat content.

Equation 2-7 can be used for calculating relative humidity of the exit

air. But, in the simulation model (Maurer, 1977), it was written as the

foil owing:
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RHF = (ATM*HF*PS
TF

)/(.6219 + HF) (2-17)

But equation 2-17 should be corrected as equation 2-7.

From equation 2-8 to 2-15 which are for dry matter loss calculation,

there are several erros and misquotations in the simulation on model by

Maurer (1977). All of these errors were corrected in this study.

2.5 Simulation Model Modification and Validation

Originally, KSUDRYER was written as the simulation program for corn dry-

ing by natural air. Therefore, this program should be modified and validated

for rough rice drying before it is used to simulate rough rice drying by

natural air.

2.5.1 Model Modification

To simulate rough rice drying by natural air, several modifications were

made to the KSUDRYER. The following information was needed for the modifica-

tions: equation for equilibrium moisture content of rough rice, the specific

heat of rough rice, the density of rough rice, the appropriate mass transfer

coefficient, and equation for calculating dry matter loss of rough rice. The

following information was used in the modification. Equilibrium Moisture

Content Equation: Pfost et al . (1976).

ERH = exp(-PA/(RO*(TG + PC) )*exp(-PB*M
db )

)

where PA = 2126.826

PB = 21.733

PC =-- 32.2654

ERH = equilibrium relative humidity of the grain at T6 and M,, (decimal)

TG = initial grain temperature ( F)
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M.. = initial grain moisture content (dry basis, decimal)

Specific Heat Equation: Haswell (1954)

C = 1.07M + 0.265 (2-19)

where C = specific heat (BTU/lb dry air- F)

M ,
= moisture content (wet basis, decimal)

WD

Bulk Density Equation: Wratten et al . (1969)

for long grain;

DENSY = 32.425 + 33.0 M .

wb

for medium grain;

DENSY = 31.195 + 52.0 M .

wb

where DENSY = bulk density of rough rice (pounds per cubic foot)

Mass Transfer Coefficient: 0.020 (decimal db/hour-psia)

Mass transfer coefficient was calculated from actual experimental data

which was available from the Rice-Pasture Experiment Station near Beaumont,

Texas. When it was evaluated, equation 2-16 and the evaluation methods in

Rodriguez-Arias (1965) were used (Figure 2.2).

Dry Matter Loss Equation: Steele et al . (1969)

As far as the dry matter loss equation is concerned, only Steele's data

are available, which are for corn storage. Therefore, Steele's equations

were used in calculating dry matter loss as a reference index in this study.

The preceeding information was used to modify the KSUDRYER. Since the

KSUDRYER has OUTPUT Subroutine and BLOCK DATA, it is easy to modify the

program. OUTPUT Subroutine and BLOCK DATA include all variable components

which are varied according to grain. In addition, write-statement of dry

matter loss was added to OUTPUT Subroutine in the procedure of modification

(Apendix A, B, and C).
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MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (K )

9

Kg 1 5 i D
S
D

0.001 2.4884 -2.1639 2.2661
0.005 1.1312 -0.1721 1.3032
0.010 0.7759 0.4504 0.8946
0.015 0.7341 0.6725 0.7482
0.019 0.7955 0.7706 0.7233
0.020 0.8116 0.7914 0.7226
0.021 0.8378 0.8225 0.7298
0.022 0.8576 0.8408 0.7324
0.025 0.8911 0.8699 0.7392

Figure 2.2. Effect of Mass Transfer Coefficent on Accuracy

of Simulated Moisture Content
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2.5.2 Model Validation

Before applying the KSUDRYER to rough rice drying simulation, model

validation is necessary.

Many statistical and graphical techniques have been proposed and used

in attempting to validate the output of computer models (Bowersox et al

,

1972). In order to determine which of these techniques is most suitable

for this validation of grain drying simulation, consideration should be given

to the nature of the techniques and chose an appropriate technique for our

specific problem.

In this validation study, actual drying test data were used, which was

conducted during 1976 and available from Mr. D. L. Calderwood, Agricultural

Engineer, USDA, ARS at Beaumont, Texas.

An actual drying test of rough rice was conducted from August 19, 1976,

to September 11, 1976, at Beaumont, Texas. The dryer was 9 feet in diameter,

corrugated steel tanks having a wall height of approximately 11 feet. A

perforated steel floor was installed at a level of 1.5 feet above the base.

The nominal drying capacity at 8 feet depth was 8.8 tonne of rice. Centri-

fugal fans with backward curved, 15 inches diameter wheels provided air

delivery to plenum chamber below the floor. Initial moisture content was

19.6 per cent wet basis and airflow rate was 1006 cfm. Initial drying bed

depth was 8.3 feet. Samples were probed at daily intervals except for some

non-work days. Mositure content and temperature of grain were recorded at

the bottom, center, and top of the bed height. The bottom sample was removed

at a depth of 14 inches above the floor. The center sample was taken at

approximately 51 inches above the floor, and the top sample came from 6

inches below the top surface. The fan connected to the dryer plenum chamber

was operated continuously until rice near the top surface was dried to less

than 16 per cent moisture content. During the remainder of the dryer
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operation, the fan moving unheated air was actuated by a humidistat, set

for operation at ambient air relative humidities of 65 per cent and lower.

The average moisture content for a given drying time was listed on Table 2.1.

Moisture content of rough rice was simulated by simulation model in

order to compare with actual test data. Input data for this simulation were:

1. Drying time interval: 3 hours

2. Mass transfer coefficient: 0.02 (decimal db/hour-psia)

3. Initial moisture content of rough rice: 19.6 per cent (wet basis)

4. Initial grain temperature: 90 F

5. Total airflow rate: 1006 cfm

6. Total weight of grain: 20,413 pounds

7. Diameter of bin: 9 feet

8. Stain-test damage Der cent: 20 per cent

9. Number of modeled layers: 10

10. Grain number: 2 (rough rice)

11. Number of weather points: 111

12. Elevation of location of bin: 30 feet

13. Hourly weather data: 3-hour basis dry bulb temperature and relative

humidity

Fan was operated continuously until the moisture content of top layer reached

16 per cent and then operated only when relative humidity was 65 per cent

and lower. The predicted average moisture content was listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3 show the comparisons of the actual and pre-

dicted average moisture content of rough rice in the bin. Table 2.2 shows

the difference of moisture content at each layer. The bottom, center and

top layers were 14 inches, 51 inches, and 94 inches from the bin floor,

respectively. These comparisons showed good agreement of the shape of mois-

ture content.
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*

Table 2.1. Difference Table of Average Moisture Content

Drying
Time
(Hours)

Actual Moisture
Content

(w.b. , percent)

Predicted Moisture
Content

(w.b. , percent)

Difference
(Actual -

Predicted)

23 19.1 18.7 0.4

75 17.7 17.3 0.4

115 16.4 16.1 0.3

140 15.8 15.5 0.3

163 15.6 15.2 0.4

188 14.8 14.5 0.3

216 14.2 14.2 0.0

231 14.0 13.8 0.2

247 13.5 13.7 -0.2

256 13.6 13.7 -0.1

266 13.5 13.7 -0.2

280 13.2 13.5 -0.3

294 12.8 12.8 0.0

306 12.7 12.4 0.3

319 12.5 12.3 0.2

327 12.3 12.1 0.2

336 11.9 11.8 0.1

*Actual test data had the drying conditions as the following

1. Initial Moisture Content: 19.6 percent (wet basis)
2. Airflow Rate: 1006 cfm
3. Drying Bed Depth: 8.3 ft

4. Bin Diameter: 9 ft

5. Starting Date: August 19, 1976

6. Location: Beaumont, Texas
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Table 2.2. Difference Table of Moisture Content at Each Layer

*A
P

D

Actual Moisture Content (

Predicted Moisture Conten
Difference (Actual - Pred

w.b. , per cent)

t (w.b. , per cent)

icted)

Drying
Time

(Hours)

1
'

Bottom Layer (14 in.

)

Center Layer (t51 in.) Top Layer (94 in.)

A* p* D* A P D A P D

23 18.5 18.1 0.4 19.2 18.8 0.4 19.6 19.2 0.4

75 14.3 14.2 0.1 19.2 18.7 0.5 19.5 19.0 0.5

115 13.5 13.4 0.1 16.0 15.9 0.1 19.6 19.0 0.6

140 13.3 13.2 0.1 15.7 15.1 0.6 18.5 18.2 0.3

163 13.2 13.1 0.1 14.3 14.2 0.1 19.2 18.3 0.9

188 13.6 13.0 0.6 13.6 13.6 0.0 17.3 16.9 0.4

216 13.7 13.7 0.0 13.9 13.5 0.4 15.1 15.4 -0.3

231 13.2 13.0 0.2 14.0 13.3 0.7 14.7 15.0 -0.3

247 13.1 13.3 -0.2 13.2 13.4 -0.2 14.2 14.5 -0.3

256 13.0 13.3 -0.3 13.5 13.4 0.1 14.2 15.3 -0.1

266 12.9 13.4 -0.5 13.4 13.5 -0.1 14.2 14.2 0.0

280 12.7 13.2 -0.5 13.0 13.4 -0.4 13.9 14.0 -0.1

294 12.5 11.9 0.6 12.7 12.9 -0.2 13.2 13.5 -0.3

306 12.0 11.1 0.9 13.0 12.5 0.5 13.7 13.3 0.4

319 11.8 11.5 0.3 13.5 12.3 1.2 13.2 13.2 0.0

327 11.8 11.3 0.5 12.3" 12.1 0.2 12.9 13.0 -0.1

336 11.6 11.1 0.5 11.7 11.7
..

i

0.0
, ,

12.4 12.5 -0.1
-
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Results of statistical analysis provide no evidence to reject the null

hypothesis as the following:

Null Hypothesis: The Actual = The Predicted

Mean Deviation (D): 0.14

Standard Deviation (S ): 0.22
5

t = jz = 0.636 t
Q Q5

= 2.120 d.f. = 16

Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted, and this model is considered

to be valid for the simulation of rough rice by natural air.

2.6 Results of Simulations and Discussion

2.6.1 Input and Output of Simulation Program

Published research in the field of natural aeration has concluded that

system performance is affected by five major factors. These system perfor-

mances factors are:

1. Initial grain moisture content

2. Ambient weather conditions during the drying period

3. Airflow rate of the system

4. Harvest date

5. Amount of heat added to inlet air

These factors as discussed in Thompson (1972), and Bloome and Shove (1971)

were found to be the major contributing components of the natural aeration

system studied (Maurer, 1977).

In this study, initial moisture content of rough rice, airflow rate of

the system and harvest date were considered as the inputs to the simulation

model

.
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Hourly weather data for Beaumont, Texas, from 1962 through 1976 was

obtained from the National Weather Bureau Center, Asheville, North Carolina.

This official weather data was used as input data to the simulation model.

This data contained hourly dry bulb temperature, relative humidity and

elevation in addition to other data. Figure 2.4 shows average hourly

temperatures and relative humidity during August, September, and October

at the Beaumont area from 1962 to 1976 (15 years).

Table 2.3 represents the combination of system performance factors

used in simulation.

The following assumptions and drying systems were made in this simulation;

1. Stain-test damage of rough rice was 20 per cent.

2. The number of modeled layers were 10.

3. Final acceptable moisture content was 13.5 per cent, wet basis.

4. Bin elevation was 30 feet.

5. Fan was operated continuously for 10 days and then operated only

when the relative humidity was less than 75 per cent until the average

moisture content of the rough rice was reduced to 13.5 per cent, wet basis.

6. Filling procedure was a single fill procedure in which drying started

only after the bin was full and air was pushed up through the rice when the

fan was operated.

Moisture content and dry matter loss at each drying bed height was

printed in the output of simulation. From these outputs, the success or

failure of a given simulation was determined by using the following means of

evaluation:

1. Allowable storage time is based on a criterion of 0.5 per cent d^y

matter loss (Steele et al., 196S).

2. In unheated air and supplemental heat drying applications under

Texas conditions, the moisture in the wettest layer of rice was to be reduced
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below 16 per cent in 15 days or less to prevent loss in grade from discolored

kernels (Sorenson and Crane, 1960).

Using the above means of evaluation, simulation results were analyzed,

and the minimum airflow rates of natural air rough rice drying systems were

shown in Table 2.4. In general, minimum airflow rates for 24, 22, 20, and 18

per cent initial moisture content are 5.0, 3.0, 2.0, and 1.0 cfm per bushel,

respectively.

2.6.2 Economical Design Parameters for Natural Air Rough Rice Drying

The drying capacity, total cost per bushel and the final quality of the

grain are the primary factors to consider in designing any grain drying

system. In a natural air system, these factors are affected by two design

variables: airflow rate and bed depth (Morey and Peart, 1971).

Since airflow rate is primarily a function of the fan horsepower and

depth of the grain, fan horsepower and bed depth can be considered the

independent variables.

Fan Models

In case of the single fill procedure, the fan operates at one airflow

rate for the drying time. The static pressure drop through a grain bed

described by data from Shedd (1953) is:

d

P = X(^) (2-22)

where P = static pressure drop (inches of water)

X = bed height (feet)

Q = airflow rate (cfm)

A = area (square feet)

c, d = constants
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Initial

Table 2.5. Constants of Equation (2-24)

Airflow
(cfm/b

Rate

u)
c d

6 75.1506 0.5078

5 74.4580 0.5387

4 69.9234 0.5830

3 171.3980 0.4230

2 12 ,880.60 0.2003

1 5. 3559xl0 10 0.0872

Table 2.6. Recommended Rough Rice Drying Systems by Natural Air

Fan Model USDA Recommendation

Moisture Content Airflow Rate Bed Depth Min. Airflow Max. Depth

(percent,w.b.) (cfm/bu) (ft) Rate (cfm/bu) (ft)

24 5 3

22 3 5 4 6

20 2 7 3 8

18 18 2 8

* Sorenson and Crane (1960)
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Based on the results of Table 2.4 and Figure 2.5, economical airflow

rate and bed depth, which have minimum energy costs, can be recommended as

the Table 2.6. The results are similar to the USDA recommendation (Sorenson

arid Crane, 1960).

Fan model leading to optimum drying system should be studied more in

the future.

2.6.3. Results from Simulations

A series of natural air rough rice drying tests was simulated to

demonstrated the effect of airflow rate, harvest date, initial moisture

content, and moisture content distributions. The simulated tests were made

using official weather data from Beaumont, Texas, as an input to the

simulation model. The assumption was made that the rough rice was dried

in the bin immediately after harvest.

Effect on Airflow Rate

Figure 2.6 presents the effect of airflow rate on time required to dry

rough rice. In this figure per cent moisture content of the top layer is

described in two cases. One is the continuous fan operation and the other

is the fan operation only when relative humidity is below 75 per cent.

Intermittent fan operation was started at 250 hours of drying time. Generally

the higher the airflow rate, the less the drying time required; and the

higher the airflow rate, the higher the effect of the intermittent fan opera-

tion on drying time.

Figure 2.7 shows the results from the same simulation describing the

effect of airflow rate on dry matter loss of rough rice. This dry matter

loss is a measure or indication of grain deterioration. According to Saul's

studies (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1968), 0.5 per cent dry matter
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decomposition makes the ccrn lose some quality but keeps its market grade.

Thus, 0.5 per cent decomposition is about the limit without a reduction in

grade. Since the moisture content of top layer is usually higher than any

other part, top layer's dry matter loss is presented. There is not so much

difference of per cent dry matter loss until 5 days of drying time among

different airflow rates, in general. But after 5 days, the difference

becomes larger than before. In general, the higher the airflow rate, the

lower the dry matter loss.

Effect of Harvesting Date

Figure 2.8 shows the results of simulation of the effect of harvesting

date on per cent dry matter loss of rough rice. These three simulations

have the same drying conditions except for the harvesting date. Here a

15-day delay in harvesting, from August 15 to September 15, shows that the

amount of rough rice deterioration has decreased. Even though there is the

effect of the harvesting date on dry matter loss between August 15 and

September 1, the effect is not so much. While comparing with the effect

of these harvesting dates, the one on September 15 is much more than others

This means that the weather conditions of the latter part of September and

October are more favorable to rice drying (Figure 2.4). This also means

that weather conditions can also drastically change the results. Practic-

ally, the effect of harvest date on grain storability is considerably

greater than that reported in Figure 2.8 (Thompson, 1972).

Figure 2.9 shows the effect of the harvesting date on the drying time.

The results presented do not show much of an effect of the harvesting date

on the drying time, but the drying rate harvested on August 15 is faster

than others during a continuous fan operation and lower than others during
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an intermittent fan operation. These results are caused by the fact that

the temperature and humidity during August are higher than during September

or October (Figure 2.4).

Effect of Initial Moisture Content

Figure 2.10 shows the results of four simulations, each simulation

starting with a different initial moisture content of rough rice and dried

under the same conditions. Per cent dry matter losses in the bottom layer

of each initial moisture content is from 0.03 to 0.09, but there are wide

differences in the top layer during a 300 hour drying period. In other

words, initial moisture content affects the per cent dry matter loss of

rough rice greatly; and the higher the initial moisture content, the more the

gradient of the dry matter loss within the bed depth.

Figure 2.11 shows the moisture content distributions in a bed depth

during a 300 hour drying time according to different initial moisture

contents. This simulation result shows that different initial moisture

content of rough rice in the lower layer; but in the top layer, the higher

the initial moisture content, the higher the moisture content of the rough

rice, in general.

Effect of Weather Conditions

Figure 2.12 presents the results of three simulations which show the

variation of moisture content of each layer. In this simulation, the mois-

ture content of bottom layer is \/ery sensitive to the weather conditions.

Though the general tendency is that the moisture content is decreased con-

tinuously, it can be increased and decreased during drying process. But

comparing with the bottom layer, the center layer and top layer are less

sensitive to weather conditions. Moisture content of those layers is de-

creased continuously without fluctuation.
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2.7 Summary and Conclusions

Simulation model of natural air grain drying (KSUDRYER) was discussed

and modified to predict the changes of grain moisture content and dry matter

loss of rough rice drying. Then the modified simulation model was validated

using actual test data.

A series of simulated drying tests using official weather data for 15

years from Beaumont, Texas, was taken and fan models were developed to make

minimum airflow rate and maximum bed depth of rough rice drying by natural

air. And characteristics of rough rice drying by natural air were discussed.

From the results of this study, the following conclusions were drawn:

1. Simulation model of natural air grain drying (KSUDRYER) can be

applicable to rough rice once the properties of specific heat, equilibirum

relative humidity (ERH), density (DENSY), the appropriate mass transfer

coefficient, and the dry matter loss equations are known.

2. Model validation results showed that the modified model could

predict the changes of moisture content of rough rice drying by natural

air accurately.

3. In general, natural air drying can be applicable to rice drying

under Texas weather conditions using the following parameters: minimum

airflow rates for 24, 22, 20, and 18 per cent initial moisture content are

5.0, 3.0, 2.0, and 1.0 cfm per bushel , respectively. Maximum bed depths

of 24, 22, 20, and 18 per cent initial moisture content are 3, 5, 7, and 8

feet, respectively. These results show the good agreement with Morrison

(1954) and Sorenson and Crane (1960).

4. The higher the airflow rate, the less the drying time required and

the lower the dry matter loss.

5. Harvesting data can drastically change the natural air drying results

6. The higher the initial moisture content, the more the gradient of
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the dry matter loss within bed depth.

7. The changes of moisture content of bottom layer is very much sensi-

tive to the weather conditions while the ones of center layer and top layer

are less sensitive.

2.8 Suggestions for Further Research

The following suggestions are recommended for the further studies:

1. Study the mass transfer coefficient (Kg) of rough rice to develop

the functional relationship with moisture content, grain temperature and

airflow rate.

2. Develop the dry matter loss equations for rough rice for the success

criterion of simulation.

3. Study optimum horsepower and bed depth for a natural air rough

rice drying system having objective function which includes the yearly fixed

cost of fan and motor, the cost of electrical energy, and the yearly fixed

cost of the drying and storage structure.
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//RICECRY JGS { 5107 8572 1,BHA3SXN7,, 20), DONG IL CHANG ' ,T IME= (, 29 ) 0RYR0O13
/•ROuTE PUNCH DUMMY CRYR0C20
/•TAPE9 0RYROO3O
// EXEC RINGWTR,PARM»9939S)1 CRYR004C
// EXEC FORTGCLG 0RYR0C50
//FORT.SYSIN CD * ORYR0060

C0HM0N/0ESAlR/C.cMTCT,AR£Ai£LEVTNtTl2Cl »IG DRYR0070
i FORMAT (23A4) ORYRCOSO
2 FORMAT! ' »,2GA4) CRYR0090

CALL CATAIN ORYRCIOO
1C REAQ(5,1 ,ENO=100) T 0RYR3U0

WRITE15} T 0RYR0120
C 0RYRC130
C IFINVALIO.NE.O J WRIT E I NV AL ID ) T DRYROIAO
C CRYR015C

CRYRG160
DRYR0170
ORYR0130
ORYR0190
CRYRG200
DRYR0210
DRYRC223
CRYRC220

WRITE ( 6,2)
CALL HSATHR
CALL DESIGN
CALL TIME
GO TO 10
CO NT I NUE
RETURN
ENO



SUBROUTINE DATA IN ORYP 02*0
COMMON/UTRCAT/ NT ,NPS . I DT , 103 1 7201 , IRHJ7 20) , PATK( 7 20 ) . ! T I «E (7 20 ) MYROWS
COMMON/wTRt.GE/ ELEVt AOtAl,A2tA3«FACTOR ,C0»CltC2»C3«AB( 101 OR YR 02 6

COHHON/OESAlR/CFMTOT .AREA,ELEVTN,T120),iG ORYP. 02 7 j
1 FORMAT! 7( I 3. 12 . ?5.2J . I JX) 0«YR0?*J
2 FORMAT (( ' ' ,7( !3 , 12. P? .2 ), iOX ) ) DRYR02S0
3 FORMATW' « .(>( 7 13 , IX ,=6. 3. U , 13 ,5XJ ) ) ORYRCOO
4 FOR«*ATl '0' »5X, 'L 1ST OF WEATHER DATA CARO DCCK'./) ORYR0310
5 FORMAT (« 1 ',' NUM9ER IJP DATA POINTS F3UN0 ='iI5,' NUMBtR OF POINTS O r Y~0320

-.SPECIFIED (N=>S) = ',!5) DRYP0330
6 FORMAT {• 0' i5Xt 'L 1ST ING OP WEATHER DATA WITH THE TIME POINTER'./) DPYR0340

N»I OR YR 3 50
NTsO DRYR036C

10 READ (3,1,END=30) NPS , IDT , ElEV, (ICB(NT*I ), IRH(4T* I ) , RATM< NT + I ) , I *QR Y«» 0370
U,N°S! ORYR0390
WRITEI6.A) 0RYP03«;C
WRITE (6,2! NPSi IOTtcLEVf (IOBINT +U, IRH{NT+Ilt?ATM(NT*I ) ,I=1,NPS) DRYROAOO
ITIMF ( 1) = DRYRO* 1C

00 20 1=1. MPS 0RYR0h20
20 ITIMEIM+I JsIDT+ITIMEIN*!-! J OR YR 043

N= N +NPS DRYR044C
NT*NT*Nr>S DRYK0450
CO TO 10 DP.YRC4oC

30 CONTINUE OR YR 0*7
IFd.LT.NPS! WRITEI6.5) I, NPS DRY30430

C IF THERE HAS BEEN AN ERRCR ON INPUT CF WEATHER CATA STOP DSYRO'.'O
IFII.LT. NPS) STOP DRYKC5GC
gLEVTN»ELEV"1000. ORYR0510

q ncvpn = r-!

CALL USSATM ORYR0530
C CRYR05O

1F16LSV.NF .1.0 1 GC TO 50 ORYR055C
00 40 1 = 1 f NT DRY?. 5 60

40 FATMU)*PA7MU )*.4S12*ELEV ORYRO570
WRITS<6,6) ORYRC560
WRITE (6.3) I 103 I 1 ) t I°H( I ) ,PATM{ I ) , IT IMS I I ) , 1 = 1 , NT ) ORYP. 05 50

RETURN ORYP06C0

50 CONTINUE OR YR 06 10

00 60 1 = 1, NT DP YR 06 2-0

60 PATVf 1 ) = 2 C .9l36*.4912*tLEV DPYROoiC
VRITE<6,6> DPYR0640
WRITE16.2) ( 1031 13 , I'H ( I >,PATH( I), ITIMEt I ),l=l f NTl 0RYP0650
RETURN ORYRO60O

jN0 DRYR067C
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SUBROUTINE USSATM
COMMON /WTRLGE/ ELEV,AO.Al,A2,A3,
DIMENSION ALT I 11 J tCONVUll
DATA ALT/C. , I. ,2. , 3. . •» . , 5. ,6

/IDATA CO'JV

14,. 6970 /

IF ( EL EV.GT
ELEV«UO
RETURN

10 IPfFLEV.GT
Nt=cLSV
!F(Hl .LE.
IF (Nl.GF.
AO=ALT(NI-
A1 = ALT( Ki
A2 = ALT(Nl*t )

A3=ALT('U*2)
C0=C0NV(N1-1!
C1«CCNV< Nl )

C2*C0NV{Nl*l)
C3«C0NV(N1*2 )

DO 20 1=1,10
20 ABCIJsC.C

CALL LAGANS

ElEV»?ACTOR
RETURN
ENO

7., 6« ,9.
.9653, .9313, .399 1, .3674,

,

0.) GO TO 10

10.) ELEV=£LEV/1000.

2) Nl«2
10) Nl=9

)

0RYR0660
C0,C1,C2,C3 ,A8( 10) DPYRC690

OR YR 7 CO
10./ 0RYR0710
3370,. 3072,. 7735, .7504, . 72 3 DRYP 72 J

OR YR 7 30
DRYP.0740
DRY3C750
0RYR0 7 60
OR YR 7 70
OR YR 7 6

DRYR0790
DRY OS CO
DRYRO^ 10
ORYR0520
OPYR0330
ORYRQ^^O
DRYR03 5C
DR YR0S60
ORYR0370
DRYP0380
ORYRC890
DPYR0100
DRYRC! Z

OR YR. 09 2

OP Y3 0930
OR YP. 0^40
0P.YR09 5T
Of! YR 09 6
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SU8K
COMH
IZ2.Z
OTO=
DTl =

OT2=
DT3«
001-
00 2 =

003 =

010=
012 =

ni3=
020 =

021 =

023 =

020 =

031 =

032 =

F0«<
fl = {

P2 = (

F3 = (

X=FO
Y»FO
:=fo
RET'J

END

cur i

on /

3

T -

T -

T -

T -

TO-
TO-
TO-
Tl-
Tl-
Tl-
T2-
T2-
T2-
T3-
T3-
T3-

OTl->

DTO-
OTO-
DTO*-

»xo*
*Y0«-

"ZO*-

*N

W TRIGS/ :, TO ,71 , T2 ,T3,X,X0 f Xl,X2f

2 *0T3 i /(COl"0O2 1'D03)
2-OT3! /( C10«D12«m 3)

1 «0T.3 !/ [ C20- C21-023 )

1-*0T2) /i 3 0->S3 i*r>32)

"Y1«-F;>', Y2»- :3=Y3
"Z1*<: 2«Z2«-P3''Z3

ORY^O*??©
X3,Y,Y0,Yl,Y2.Y3,Z,20,21,Df<YR0ono

0RYSC7SO
DPYR 1000
QRYR.1010
OR YP. 102
DRYR 1030
CRYRIO^O
DRYR 1 OS 3

DRYRlCfcO
.
DRYR1070
DPYR lOfiO
DRYR 1090
0RYR1 1J0
DRYRll 10
0RYRU20
DRY° U30
DRYR 1140
DRYR 11 50
OR YR 1 1 6

ORYRU70
ORYRi 1 £0
DRYRi 1«5

ORYV 12 00
OR YH 12 1

CPY" 1220
0RYR12 3:
0RYR12^0
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SURRGUTI':e wEATHR OR YR I 2 50
COMMON/wT»0AT/ NT ,NPS,IOT,ID5t 7 20) , I<>H( 720) ,PATM{7?0) . IT]ME(720) OPYv I2fa0

COMMON/ WRTMc/lTCALC , NT PS ,0B ( 720 ) , RH I 720 ) , P TM ( 7 20 ) t AH( 72 U ) APO( 7 20) OR YR t 2 70
COMMON /WTRLCS/ T, T0»T1, T2|T3, X.XOiXlf X2,X3f Y,Y0rYliY2 f Y3i£f 20 t Zlf ORYOI230
122,23 0RYRl2c
CO^MPN/niNC/GT (20) »G"1 30),0GLB( 30) . ECST ( 30) ,NLA YR S ,NT t NC , NT I ,"£ ,PD 0«YR13 00
COMMON /DRY/ Rfi,?A,P8,PCtCA,C3»0C,0ENl,0EN2 DRYR1310

1 PORMATU 10,F10.4) 0RYR1320
2 FORMAT (' 1

' i 5X, 'WEATHER DATA AS CALCULATED BY WEATHER SUBROUTINE ANORYR1330
-.0 CCMMNICATED TO Th = TI«E SU?PCUT I NE • , / ) DRYR134G

3 FORMAT!!' ' ,i[.c 5.2,l X,F6.^», LX,F5.2,4X)J > DRYR1350
C DRYR1360

10 RgAOt«,l ,END=SO) ITCALCiDC DRYR1370
C ORYR13R0

WRITS(6,l) [TCALCfOC DRYR13S0
00 20 1*1 ,NT DRY* 1400
D6( ! )=1CB( I

)

DRYR1410
RHIIhlRHC) 0RYR1A2D
PTM{ t )*PATM( I) DRYR1430
1F(NT.NE.N°S .OR. ITCALC.NE.IDT ) GO TO 30 DRYR144C

20 CONTINUE 0RYR1450
NTPS*N7 ORYR1460
GO TO 65 DRY3 IA7C

30 K=2 ORYRin?0
00 60 1=2, NT DRYR i4<?0

C DRYR1500
C ITPTR = CURRENT TIME PGINTER DRYR1510
C - DRYR152?

40 rTPTR=(K-l)*ITCALC DRYR153?
IFCITIMEII) ..NE. ITPTR) GO TO 50 0«YR15<.C
CCU) «!Dfi( I ) ORYP.1550
RHU) = IFH( I ) ORYR1560
PTKtKJ»PATNt I) ORYR1570
GO TO 55 0RYRl5cC

50 IP

(

ITIM£( I+l ) .LT. ITPTR) GO TO 60 DRYRIS^O
J»I ORYRibJO
IFU + 2 .CT. NT) J=NT-2 DRYR1610

OK YR 162
T » THE CESIREC BASE =OINT WERE DEPENDENT VARIABLES AR E DRY»1630

TO 3E CALCULATED FOR THE WEATHER VARIABLES X, Y AND Z OSYRit,*o
ORYR 1650

T -ITPTR ORYRUiSO
OR YR 16 70

CURRENT BASE POINTS FOR LACRANGIAN INTERP:LAT ION TO TI U £ TDPYRloSO
DRYR1690

TO»tTTMC(J-l ) ORYR17C0
Tl»ITlME< J ) DRYR171C
T2"IT1M£( JH) 0RYR172C
T3»ITIME(J*2) DRYR 1 7 30
X0«IDB(J-1) 0RYP17-;;

XI • IDEM J ) ORYR1750
X2«108UM) 0RYR176C
X3*IDB<J*2) 0RYR177C
Y0«IRH(J-1) OR YR 1780
Yl»IRH{ J) ORYR17<?0
Y2-UHUMI ORYRinoo
Y3=«IRH( j*2 ) ORYRiaiO
ZO«PATM[J-l) 0RYR1320
21«PAT-.( J ) DRYRieT".
22«PAT-(J»l ) 0RYR15-C
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Z3*PATH(J*2) DRYRIA50
C OR YR 1 3 ;0

CALL LAGRNG DRY=IS70
C OR Y» IPS J

C LAGRANGUN INTERPOLATED VALUES 0RYM390
C ORYR1<?00

OBtK)*X DRY* 1910
RHCK)=Y OR YR 19 20
PTM[K)=Z DRYRIOjO

C ORYRIO^C
55 K=K*l DRYRIQ^:

GO TO 40 0RYR196C
60 CONTINUE 0RYR1970

NTPS«K DRYR19S0
IFMTP7P .GT. ITIME(NT)J NTPS= ( IT! "E (NT) / ITCALC ) M ORYR19«?0

65 CONTINUE DRYR20CC
00 70 I=1,NT?S DRYR2013
ir(RH(I) .GT. I. J RH(I)=RHtI) * .01 DRYR2G20

70 CONTINUE 0RY'20;o
WRITE(6,2) 0RYa2Ci:
VRITEC6.3) ( 2SI I) ,RH( I ) , PTH{ I ) , 1=1 ,NTPS) DRY52050
NTINC«ITCALC DRYR2060
PETURN DRYR207C

80 STOP 0RYP2:?:
END DRYR2C90
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90
C PA

SUB'OUTINF DESIGN
COMMf *'/0ESa:^/C = "TC7 »AR£A,ELEVTN,T (20) , !G
COfSCN/GRA IH/ EMC I 27) , S?H£.\T( ia) ,D£N( 1 SI , CCS (9 J , GRA INS (9)

CGNMPN /DPY/ P0,PA f PS.°C.CA,CB,CC,0F.Nl,DEN2
COMMON/" I '.C/CT (30) .GM[ 30) ,0GL9(30» tFCST(3 0),NLAYRS,NT1NC.MIME,P0
COMMON/LAYRC /T0,HOtM0,RHA,TE,Hfc f MF»ERM|TG»AL3tGLBtATM ? LAYR
REAL MC.M6.MW
COMPt ?X* 16 GRA I

k
-'S

FORMAT (6F10.O, 2 I 5 , 10X)
REAO( 5.1 )

Mw,TG,CFH70T , WTGRN ,0 1 A ,P0. ML AYR$ IG
H6«MW
IF(IG.EO.O) TG = l

IF(!G.GT.<?] IG =9

IFIMW.G7..51 MW=MU«.0l
HO»HW/(l.-Mw)
AR£A*( 3.1<.I5T--niA"0! A) /*.

PA»EMC(IG*-3-2]
PS*E*C ( I G -« 3 - L )

PC*£MC< IG--3)

CA»SPHCAT( [G*2-l

)

CB^SPHFAT ( IG^2 )

0ENl*DEN(IG*2-l )

DEN2*DEN( IG*2J

IF{DC.E0.3.0 ) DC»OCSUG)

D£N'SY = CFM+0EN2 ,rv w

WGL5=wTG?f.'/ tNLAYRS'AREA)
GLB*WGL3*( 1 .-Hwi
CFKF72-CFHT3'/ ftREA

OFPTH=wTCr N/( DE^SY-aREa)
CALL TA5LEI wrcRN.Nri NC ,«E , 0! A, NLAYRS ,TG . CFHFT2 . DEPTH, POt WGLBJ
CO 90 1 = 1 .NLAYRS
GT{ t)»Tf,

DGLfM I)=GL9
ECSTl I)=0.3
GM(I )=MG

N MANAGEMENT ANO BIN ENHANCEMENT LOGIC GOES HERE
RETURN
END

OR YR 2 100
DRYR21 10
DRYR2 120
DPYR2130
ORYR? 1-0
ORYR2150
DRYR2 16C
DRYR2170
DRYR21A0
0RYR2190
0RYR2200
ORYR2210
DRYR2220
DRYR.223G
ORYR ?.2<>0

ORYR2250
0RYR22->0
OR YP 2 270
DRYR22SO
ORYR 2 2 5

DRYR23C2
0RYR23 10
OR YR 2 32
DRYR23 30
0RYR2 i<-2

0RYR2 3 5C
DRYR2360
OP YR2370
DRYR2 3S0
UKYR23SO
OR YR 2*00
DRYP2* 10
DRYR2*2C
ORYR2n30
DRYR2'**0
ORYR 2*50
0RYR2^60
0RYR2* 70
ORYR 2* 30
DRYR2*33
ORYR 2 5 00
OP YR 25 10
ORYR2520



SUSRCUTINETAcLE! WTGRN.NT1NC , HE ,31 A.NLAYRS ,TC ,CFMFT2 .3EPT* , PC ,rfGL2 J CRYR2 5 30
CCMMCN/CESAIR/CFtfTOT , AREA, SL SVTN ,T I 20 J t IG 0RYR2 5A0
COMMON /DRY/ RO,PA,P3,PC ,CA,C3,CC,G£M ,0EN2 CRYR2550
CCMM.CN/GRAIN/ £MC( 27) , S?>-EAT( 13) ,D£NU 3) ,CC3 (9) , GRAINS 19) CRYR25oO
COMPLEX*! 5 JcNA."S, PARM(2 ) DRYR2570
COMPLEX*!:) GRAINS CRYR2530
REAL*3 CLASS, ACCT DRYR2590
LOGICAL*! CVLY132J CRYR2600
EQUIVALENCE tCVUYtlJ , C LA SS ) ,

(

CVLY! 9 3 ,ACCT) , (QVLYC17J , JBNAMEJ

,

CRYR2S10
X IPARM(l) ,OVLY( 1)

)

CRYR2620
1 FORMATPO' »4X, 'T' , 734, 'CRYING 36D HEIGHT A3CVE 3I.N FLCCR [INCHES! CRYR2630

-.',/, 5X, • I
' ,T56, 'GRAIN MOISTURES (W9J AT EACH SENSING LCCATICN',/, CRYR264Q

15X,»«» ,/,5X,«E' ,715, '1-11-21 2-12-22 2-13-23 «-l«~2« 5-150RYR2650
^-25 6-16-26 7-17-27 3-13-23 9-19-29 13-20-30'/) CRYR2660

2 FGRMAT!' » * L201 •*• J

)

0RYR267O
3 FORMAT! ' SIMULATION OF NATURAL-AIR GRAIN CCNCITIGN IN5 ** KANSAS 0RYR268O

-•STATE UNIVERSITY ** DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING ') ChA.NGOOl
4 FORMAT!' ' ,2Ac,2X, ' INITAL CONDITIONS • ,TA I, •»***», T*9, • AERATION 3ICRYR2700

-N CONFIGURATION' ,T33,' **» ,T37, MATHEMATICAL HCGSL ATTRIBUTES') CRYR2713
5 FORMAT!' TOTAL WEIGHT CF GRAIN =',FS.O,' LBS. , TA1 ,««««' ,T*7, • TCT0RYR2720

-AL AIRFLOW = ',Fo.O,' CF-. ', TSC ,'»»', T3-, 'MCCElED TIME INTERVAL DRYR2730
- *'

, 17, ' HR» J CRYR27AC
6 FORMAT!' MOISTURE CONTENT =

, ?5 .1 ,
' SW.8. ' ,T* 1 ,«*»**' ,T47 ,' DIDRYR2750

-AMETER OF SIN * , ,F6.3,' FT » , T33 » ' ** ' ,73* , • NUM5ER OF M02ELE3 LAYERS CR YR 2 760
*',I7! CRYR2770

7 FORMAT!' GRAIN TEMPERATURE *»,F3.1,' DEC F ' ,7a 1 ,<*«*»«, 747 .' A I 0RYR2 730
-RFLCW IN BIN =',F6.1,' CF .«/ FT2 ' ,T 30 ,'**', 73* ,' OE? Tn CF GRAIN IN 3CRYR2790
-IN =',F7.1,' FT'! CRYR2300

S FORMAT!' STAIN-TEST DAMAGE = • , F8 .0 , ' 5 ,T* 1 ,»***?» ,T*7, 'BIN ElCR7r»C31C
-EYATICN «',r6.G,' FT ' , T3C, ***

' ,7 3 A , ' *£ I GHT CF GRAIN PER LAYER *0RYR2320
i»iF7.1,' L3') 0RYR2330

9 FORMAT! • • ,737, 'MATHEMATICAL MQDEL EMPIRICAL GRAIN PARAMETERS') CRTR23AO
10 FORMAT!' CHUNG- PFO ST SOU ILI3RIUM MQI STURE ECUATICN **» HASWeLL ,G.CHANG002
-A., S?ECIFIC-nEAT EQUATION ** DENSITY EQUATION* DRYING CONSTANT'} CHA.NG303

11 FORMAT!' A»«,P10.4,' 3=',r3.4,' C=*,F5.A,' »»*» ,9X , «CA» ' , CRYR2S70
-.c6.3,4X,'C3»' , Fd.3,3X, •« » 30-',F6.i,' si=' ,fz, 2, ' 0C=',Fo.3: DRYR2330

12 FORMAT!' M2-3I'-')] CRYR2350
13 FORMAT!' • ,TA7, '**** ',T76, •**•*•

) CRYR29CC
1* FORMAT!' TITLE: • ,20 A* ,3X, ' INVESTI GATOR: '#A3,A6) 0RYR2910
15 FORMAT!' ') CRYR2920

NPRINT-13 DRYR2930
WRITE(NPRINT,2) DRYR29A3
WRITE1NPRINT.13J CRYR2950
WRITE (NPRINT.3) 0RYR2960
WRITS (NPRINT, 13) CRYR2970
WRITE INPRINT,2J CRYR2930
WRITEINPRINT,-*) GRAINStlGJ DRYR2993
WRITE(NPRINT,2) 0RYR30O0
WRITE!NPRINT,5) WTGRN ,CFMTOT , NT INC DR

3?12;2
WRITE (NPRINT, 5) «S ,GI A , NLAYRS CRYRjQ..-

WRITE1NPRINT.7) TG, CFMFT2,DEPTH 2RYR3030

WRITE(NPRIN7,3) PO, SLEVTN ,WGL6 0RYR30O
WRITE (NPRINT, 15) DRYR^Ii
WRITE(NPRINT,12) CRYR3

J,^
C CALL KSUACTtPARM) S«I»,5IS
C WRITE (NPRINT,'.^) T,J2NAME CRY

"~oi
ACCTxC.O 55!*KS
WRITE (NPRINT, 123 CRYR3100

WRITE (NPRINT, 15) Z.^t, t,,

WRITE (NPRINT, 9) CRYR3120
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WRITE (NPP TNT ,?

)

W*JTE<NP3INT, 10)
WR ITE «NPP. [NT, II I

WRITE IMPRINT ,12)
URITEtNPR INT, I

)

RETURN
ENO

PA,P9,PC.CA,C3,DENUOEN2,0C

DRYR3130
OPYR.3 IAO
OR Y» 3 150
ORTR 3160
0RYR3170
0RYR31S0
0RYR31<?0
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SUBROUTINE TJMS 0OY31Z0D
CPMMCN/WR '"-./ !Tr.ALC.MTPS,T3(7., 0),PH(7^O),?T«(720),AH(r2O),ir»n(72CinRrR3 -il0
CCH*GN/3 [MC/Cr{30J .CM 30) , Do LP. I 3 01 ,E0STt3 0J .NLAYRS.HTINCf.MTIMg.pO c- v k 3 2::
COHMON/lay PC /T0tHOfM0»artA t TctH£f ME.6RH, rG« ALB i GIB tATH, L4YR CRYR3 2 30
CnwMQN/N£wTD';/ [CODEUOJ tKCOOSCIO) ORYR32^:
REAL HCME.MW ORYR325:

1 FORMAT (' 0' ,":•'»
t
'"»"' STATUS CF INTERATION COUNTERS **«] 3'YR32i:

2 F3RMA71' NUHSER QP I Tc RA T I 3NS ' .6X f ' I « , 4X , ' I* , * I , ' 3 ' ,-V X , ' •* ' ,-VX , • 5 •
, CRYR 3 2 7Z

-»<tXi'6' |4Xt'7' t^Xt^S' t4X» '9*
v 3X, • 10* ) ORYR3 2 3 3

3 FORMAT)' DEWPT SUBROUTINE ', 5X, I 01 5) 0RYR3Z^:
A FORMAT (» EQL3RH SU*RCUT INE , 5X

,

LOI 5 ) ORYR23C-
5 FORMATC • , 72 C

« - ' ) J DR YR 3 3 1
*

C DRYR3 3 2G

C IFfNVALIO.ME.Ol WR I7SINVAL ID 1 N7?S,NLAYRS DRYR333-'
WRITE (E) NT?S,NLAYRS DRYR3 3-2

C DRYR235C
CALL AIRFL3 DRYR336-:

C 0RYR337:
N7IME«0 DRYR33*0
00 90 l*l,NTPS DRYR33=:
70=051!) 0RYR3^C:
HO=AH(D DRYR3M0
RHAsRH(i) DRYR3*2;
ALB«APO( !

)

ORYR3*30
ATH*PTM(I) 0RYR3**;

C DRYR2^5:
CALL BIN 0RYR346C

C 0RYR3*.?:

NT IHEsWTlME+NTINC novo 74 =
'

C 0RYR2A^;
CALL OUTPUT DRYR35C;

C ORYR3 5 12

90 CONTINUE ORYR352D
WRI7E16.U 0RYR353.
WRITE I 6,2) ORYR3 5iC
WPITF(6,5) 0RYP255:
WRITE(6,3) KCuOE 0RYR3561
WRITE(6,4) ICDOE DRYR357C
RETURN 0RYR35B0
ENO DRYR35C0
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SUBROUTINE OUTPUT CRYR3600
COMMON /DRY/ RC.PA,PB, PC,CA,C3 r DC,D£Nl ,OSN2 CRYR3610
COMMON/SINC/GT 13 J) ,GMi 30) . CGU3 130) ,£QST(30J ,NLAYRSiNTINC f NTIM£ ,?Q CRYR2S20
OIMENSICN DEPS130) »GMW12C) ,0MLl30J CRYR3o30
DATA OML /33*0.0/ 0RYR3640

2 FGRVATt '0' ,15, 5X.LCF11.3) DRYR365G
3 FORMATS • ,10X, 13FU.3) CRYR356G
9 FORMATf • ,10X ,10Fll .*•) DRYR2673
11 FORMAT (• ' i ICX, 10F11.+) CHANCCC4

NPRINT=13 0RYR3630
DE?TH«3. CRYR2690
OC 30 I»l|NLAYRS DRYR3700
GMW< I 1«GMU )/! l.+GM< I) ) DRYR3710
WGlB»OGtB< I )/( L.-GMW* I ) J CRYR3720
DMUCSS«.0Sa3*{EX?t „0C&*£2ST t U}-1. ) .0 102*EQST { I) DRYR37 2

DML(I)=DMLOSS CRYR37nO
CENSY=*32.nZ3C*23.3*CKW [ I ) CHA.NG005
THICK = «GL£*I2- /OE.SSY 0RYR376G
DEPTH«OSPTH*THlCX CRYR3770
3E?S( I )»0E?TH-.5*THICX DRYR3730

30 CONTINUE CRYR3790
Nl=l CRYR3300

*0 N2»(N1-1J*10 ORYR32LO
IF(N2.GT.NLAYRS) N2-NLAYRS GRYR232C
IF(KX.EQ.l) WRITE1NPRINT, 2) NT IHE, ( OEP St I 3 t I-NI.N2J 0RYR3330
IF(Nl.EQ.2) WRIT£(NPRINT,3) I DEPS J I ) , I*N1,N2) CRYR33hO
WRITE I NPR INT, 9) IGMWi I) rI=NL,N2J CRYR33 50
WRITE (NPRlNTtLl ) ( GML I I ) , I = Nl , N2J CHANG006
Nl»Nl+10 CRYR336C
IF(N2.LT.HLAYRSJ GO TO ^0 CRYR3370
WRITE(3) N7I.M£,G£?S,GMV,GT ,OML ORYR3330

C DRYR339C
C IF(NVALIC.NE.O) WRIT £1 NVALIOJ MTIMS, CEPS , GKW.G7 ,OML CRYR3900
C CRYR3910

RETURN CRYR3920
ENO ORYR2930
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SUBROUTINE AIR e lO 0PYR3-?,c
COMMON/WRTME/ITCALC fNTPS ,03 ( 720 J tRH(720J t PTMI720 J i AH« 720 J i APO( 720 1CRYR 3 9 50
COMMON /O £.5.'. [R/CFMTaT,AREA,SL£VTN,T(20l » IG DRYR3 96
CDM«CN /SYCH4K/ R.Al ,3»CtO t SfPf Gt7R f ?S DKYR3<?7:
RWV=85.78 0RYR39SC
00 90 r*lfNT?S 0RYR3«s:
TA*DO(I) OR YR CO JO
RHA=RH(t) ORYRAOIC
j>s»satps(ta) dryra;::
PV'RHAfPS 0RYR<.03C
AHM=( ,6219«PV) /{ P7"( D-PV) 0RYR40-:
VSfl«( AHMO.WV*TP )/ ( l-v~.*ov> DRYP ACSC
APO( I»stCFHTOr»« I.-AHM>u60.«ITCALC)/IVSA»APEAJ 0RYR4C6:
AH( I ) =iHM DRYO.C J?:

90 CCNT1MJE DRYR40SO
FAN MANAGEMENT AND BIN ENHANCEMENT LOGIC GOES H=RE DRYR4090

RETURN ORYRAIO:
END DRYR*HC
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SUORO'JTJN? BIN 0RYR4I20
COMMON/ IUNC/G7 130 J »GMl 30)»DGL3(30> »EOST(30)tNLAYRS ,NTINC»NTIMS ,po D?YR', 130
COMVON/LAY^r /TO, HO, MC.RHA.Tf, HE, ME. ERH.TGtAL 3, CL 3,A TM f lAYR URYRM <0
COMMON /SYCMAR/ R,Al ,rt ,C »•">,£ ,F,G»TR,P$ DRYRW5C
COMMON /03Y/ RO,PA,PS»PCfCAtCn»UC,OCNltDEN2 ORYR^toO
DIMENSION X(4)t£Qt4) ORY"M70
EQUIVALENCE: (Tn,X( m ( ( TE, SQ( I ) ) 0RYR<,1.3.0
EOUIVAL=~NC = (TE.TF), IHE.HF) r JME.MF), (ERH,RHF| 0RYR^l«2
REAL MO»ME.MHfHp 0RYR<,203
00 20 LAYR»l ,NLAYRS QRYR42 1:
TC«CT(Livp. ] DRYR4??0
KO*CMtLAYR) DRYR*2 3C
MWr-MO/ (1 .*M0) DRYR*2<.0

C DRYR4 2S0
C CALCULATE CRY MARTER LOSS 0RYRA260
C DRYR42?:
C DECST = OELTA EQUIVALENT STORAGE TI«ES 0RYR42P0
C EOST = ECUIVALENT STORAGE TIMES CUMULATIVE DRYR<i2 c

C 0ML0S3 = DRYMATTER LOSS EX?RES5=0 AS A SERC'NT 0RYR43C0
C PO * PSXCzHT DAMAGE AS DE=INSD 5Y STEELE! 67) 0RYRA3 10
C 0RYR-;3 2

D6QSTaNTI\C/E0C02I TG ,.MW,PO .MO) DRYR*3 3C
EQSTt LAYR > = SJST(LAYR)*0£QST CRYR43-:
0MLDSS = .G3 33'>1 EXP( .0Q6-0E2ST )- I . ). JO 1 02* OS QST DRYP43 50
WGL3=GLS/l I.-mw) ORYROfcO
CC»CA+CB*HH ORYR«.3T0

C ORYRAi£C
C HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF CGRN = 6771.57 STU/L3. CRYP.^3-0
C DGLB = akRat CONTAINING CRY MATTES, ZT ZAC:: LAYE"1

. • ft8V»44C0
C ORYR^-10

TG«TG*tOMLOSS*.Ol'GL 3 J 6 7 71 . 5? ) / ( wGLS'CC ) ORYR'^20
GLB=GCL3( LAYR)»( I .-. 31 -O-'LTSS ) DRYR**30
OGLRfLAYR )=GL^ CRY=>~<-C
HO»(MO*.006»OHLOSS )/ II .-.01* DHL OSS ) DRYR«-f5>C
CALL DEWPT(0 D iTn,RHAJ DRYR*4f>0
IF(TG.LE.OP) GO TO 10 D*YR*A70

C QRYRA^gr
CALL ORYERJNTTMC) 0RYR«r*5C

C DRYR450C
GT(LAYR) = TF OR T* s 5 ! 2

GM(LAYR)s-F 0RYRA510
70 »TF D*YR*=30
HO-HF oryo-sa:
RHA=»HF ORYP^r55:
GO TO 20 DRYSA56C

C ORYRA5 7:

10 CALL EQLBRM DRYR45S0
C 0RYRA3=)G

GTILAYR)*TE ORYR^OOC
GM{LAYP)=f6 DP YR 46 10

TO*TE 0RYR4-S20
HO«HE 0RYR462G
RKA*SRH ORYRAc^C

C DRYR4650
20 CONTINUE DRYR4663

RETURN 0RYR4S70
END GRYR466G
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SUBROUTINE OFwPTIOP.Ce ,RH) 0RYR46°C
COMMON /SYCHAR/ R.Ai ,BiC.3,E.F,G,7R,PS DRYR4700
COMMON/NEWTON/ ICOOEUO) tKCSOEUO) OR YR 4 7 1

T«08«-459.69 DRYP4720
PS*R»£X?( ( Al TM9*T« (C«-T*( DvT-E ) ) ) )/ ( T*( P-7«G) ) ) ., 0RYR4730
IF (Oft. IE. 32. i PS=fcXP(2 3.3924-11236.6/T-.46O57»Al0Gt7) ) DRY? 4 740
PV»RH"PS DRYR4750
N»0 0RYR476G
CK»1. ORYR4770

10 PVDP-R*EX?( [AUT»(B*T«(C*T*{ D*T*E) ) ) )/( T»(F-T*G) ) ) 0RYR47S0
N»N*1 OR YR 4 790
IF{T.Lr.<.gi.c9) PV0P=EX?[23. 3924-11286. 6/T-. 46057* AlOG IT) ) DRYR4S30
FY=-PV-PVDP 0RYR431C
Ol«F~T-G-T*T DRYR4320
02 = P«£XP( [Ai+T*l«UT»tC*r«tD*T*E)n ) /(T*IF-T«G) ) ) 0RYR4 3 30
IFtD8.LE.32. 1 D2=£XP 12 3.39 24-1 12 36.6/T-. 4605 7'i.LZGl T) ] OR YR 4 3 40
D3«Al+T*(B+7*(C+T*f 0*T»E) ) ) OR YR 4550
D4*B+T«t2.*C*T*(3.*0+T*4.*E] ) DRYR4S6
05=01*01 0RYR4370
06=F-2.*G»T DRYR48 80
DPVOP=02MD1-D4-03*S6)/C5 DRYR4890
IF(T.LE.491.69)OOVOP = ( 1128 6.6/ (T«T )- (.460 57/7) ) "02 OR YR 49
OFYa-DPVDP ORYR4910
D£lTA=FY/OFY DRYR4920
IFtN.GE.5) CK=.5*CK ORYR4930
T«7-0ELTA*C< 0RYR494C
IFCABS10ELTAJ.G7..001 .AND. N.LE.9) GO 70 10 0RYR495C
0P«T-A59.69 DRYP4960
KC00E(M = KCC2E (N)*l DRYR497G
RETURN 0RYR495C
ENO ORYR4990
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SUBROUTINE ORYER(NTINC) DRYR5000
COMMON/LAY RC /TCtHOtMO.RHA,TF,HF,MF,RHF f TG»ALSiGL3tATH,l4YR DRYR5010
COMMON /SyChaR/ R, Al .a tC rO,= ,P ,G,T R, °S ORYR5020
COMMON /ORY/ ROtPA f P8iPC ,OA , CB DC ,OENl ,OEN2 ORYR5030
REAL 1". HO.MF ORYRSO^Q
PSTC=SATP$( TGJ ORYR505C
PSA-SATPS(IOI ORYR5060
ERH=EXP(-HA/ {RO*{TG+PCn*EXP<-PB*MC)) DRYR5 07C

C ORYR5030
C MASS DIFFUSION EGUAT ICN DRYR50SO
C ORYR510C

KFaMO-NT INC a DC*( ERH«PSTG-RriA»PSA) ORYR51 10

C DRYR5120
Hf *H0+ (GL?/iL3)"? M 0-M=) DRYS.5 12 J

TF«(.24* Alfi*TG + .*5-*AL3«H0«T3+l060«8*AL3*f HO-HF }<-CA -AGL3* (HO 1. 1 »T OCR VR 51^0
«»*CB *GLP*TG-MOJ/( .24* ALB^.^S-ALB^HF+CS •GLB-HF+CA *CL3*(MF«-1 . i) CRYR5:-;
PS»SATPS(TP) ORYRSleO
RHF = (Hf*ATM]/( .621 <?* PS fHF'PS ) 0RYR5 17C
RETURN 0RYR51S0
END DRYR519C
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SUBROUTINE EGL3RM DRY* 5200
CCKMCN/L-lYRr. /7G.H0 f *C,RHA.TE,HE,ME,ERH, TGt AL 0, CL S , ATM ,L AYR DRY* 52 10
C3MMU\/ JORDAN/ &(20)t!3£LTA(4) »N ORYR5220
COVMCN/NEwTCN/ ICDDEI 10) ,KCCDE( 10) DRYR5230
EQUIVALENCE ( m.xl II ) , (TE, EQtl J ) DRYR52-C
DIMENSION X (4) t gQl<,) ORYP5250
RfAL»4 MO, HE 0RYS5?60
N=4 0RYR5270
I08S*0 ORYR5230
DMC*l. ORYS 52=50

ORY=5300
MAKE INITIAL GUESSES OF EQUILIBRIUM ORYR5310

DRYS53ZC
00 10 I»1,N ORYR5330

10 EQ(X)*X(I) 0RY55340
DRYR535C

CALCULATE THE NEWTON RAPHSON AUGMENTED MATRIX ( A ) DRYR5360
ORYR537C

20 CALL PARTAL 0RYR53BG
DRYR53<;0

SOLVE FOR OELTA BY GAUSS-JORDAN REDUCTION OF < A ) DRYRS-OG
0RYR5-V1

CALL GAUSS 0RYRS42C
ORYSS^jO

NEWTON-RAPHSCN ITERATION COUNTER DRY? 5440
DRYR5450

IOBS-I03S+1 DRYR546Q
ORYRS-^TO

CORRECT CURRENT EQUILIBRIUM VALUES BY DEL7

A

0RYR5*sC
0RYR545G

DO 30 1 = 1 ,N ORYR 5500
30 €0(

I

)=EC< I )-DELTA( I)*O w C DRYR5510
IFUOES.CE. 5) CMC».5*0MC DRYR5520
A01*A?S(DELTA< I ) ) ORYR553G
AD3*A3S(0EL7A| 3 )

)

ORYRSS^O
C 0RYR5550
C IF EQUILIBRIUM ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS ARE NOT "ET DRYR55tC
C RECALCULATE A SETTER ESTIMATE OF EQUILIBRIUM DRYR557C
C ORYR553G

1FM A01.GT..05.DR.AD3.GT..OCC5) .ANO. IOBS. LT. 101G0 TO 20 r)RYR55<50

ICCOEl IC3S )= I CODE I 10 2S

W

DRYR5600
RETURN ORYR 56 1C

END 0RYR5620
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SUBROUTINE PAPTAL DRYR5620
COMMON /DRY/ RO,PA,? S,PC,CAtCB,0C,0£Nl,0EN2 ORYRSi^O
COMMON /SYCHiR/ R.Al ,8,C ,D,E,F t G.TR, PS 0RYR565G
COHMON/LAYRC /TO, HO ,HO ,RHA , TS ,Hc , ME ,ERH, TG»AL3tGL3, ATM, LAY? OR YR 56 6

COMMON/ JORDAN/ A(29 ),0ELTA(4),N DRYR56 70
REAL** MO, U E ORYRSiSO
IflTE.LE.O.I T = = 0. DRYR5690
IF{Hf.LE.O.) HE=O.DCOOi ORYR570C
JF(HE.GE ..351 HE=.05 0RYR571G
JFJME.LE..05) M?=.J5 0RYR5720
IF(ERH.LE..05) £RH=.05 DRYR5730
IFJ5RH.GT.I.) =Rh=.^<; DRYR574C
PS*SATPS(7E) DRYR575C
A( l)*-.2** AL3-.<-5-ALS a HS-GLB»CA *CME+1.)-C8 *GLB*ME ORYR576C
A(2J*-1 06 0.5"il5-.A5»A LB »TE DRYR57 7

A<3)=-1.20L*GL n,*7E 0RYR5750
A<4)»0. DRYR57S0

C ORYR5300
C HEAT BALANCE EQUATION DRYR581C
C DRYP.5022

A(5) = .2<»-ALB«(TO-TE) +1060. 8*AL3-*{ HO-HE 5

.

45-AL3 • t H0*70-HE» T= ) *Ci OR Y» 5 33C
-»*6L8»*(HQ+1.)*TG«-C3 *GL3*TG*M0-CA *GLS* < ME* 1 . J *7£-C5 »GL3»ME«T£ ORYRSI-^G

C DRYR.5S5C
A16)=0. 0RYR5S6C1

A(7)*ALB ORYR5370
AC8UGL9 DRYRSScT
A(9>*0. 0RYRS3SC

C 0RYR5<?CC
C HAS3 SALiNCE EQUATION 0RYR591C
C ftp va ss ? r

A110J=AL3»HE-AL3*HC>GL3»M=-GL3*MG 0RYR5 93C
C OR YR 5 ^

'- C
A|lll=SXPf-PA/lRC*(7E+PCJ 1*EXP(-PB*KE] ) « t EXP ( -PS-»M£ )« ( - PA/ ( RC* ( T E + CS YR 5^3 C

-.PC)«2))) 0RYR596:
A(12)*0. 0RYR5<=~:
A( 13)»EXP{-PA/IR0*J TE+PC J)*EXP{-P8*ME) )»!-PA/[ R0*(TE + PC3 J * EXP! -PB-0RYR59 3C

-iH6J*t-P9JJ 0RYR59 = C

A(14)*-L. DRYR6 0CC
C " 0RYR6CLC
C CHUNG PFCST ECUILIBRIUH RELATIVE HUMIOITY EQUATION 0RYR602C
C 0RYR6C3C

A( 15) = EX? I -PA/ lRO»tTE+PCI ) « = XP ( -P3«ME ) J-ERH DRYR60*G
C DRYR605C

CALL PARTFMPF4TS, i) 0RYPfc06C
AC16;»=PF^TE 0RYR6070
A(17}=1. 0RYR605C
A{13) = 0. DRYR60SO
CALL PAPTFMPF4£RH,2 ) DRYR6L0C
A( 191«PF<,ERH 0RYR61 10

C 0RYR6120
C PSYCHROHETRIC CHART CHART EC'JATION DRYR6 130
C 0PYR61-0

At20)«HE-( {.6>l<5-{£RH*PS)>/( ATM - (ERH'PS ] ) )
0RYR6150

C DRYR6lfcC
RETURN 0RYR617C
ENO DRYRtlsC
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SUBROUTINE PARTFMANStNl 0RYR619C
COMMON /SYChar/ R ,ai ,B ,C ,0,E ,P,.-,TR, PS 0RYR6200
CDM.MQN/LAYPC /TO, HO t H0 »RHA f TE ,HE» HE ,E RH, TG , AL 3 ,CL 3 ,AT M , L AYR 0RYR6 2 10
CO TO (1,2) ,N DRYR6220

PARTIAL OF PSYCHRC.MSTR.IC EC'JATrON KITH RESPECT TC TE DRYR6230
81=F*TR-G»TR*rR 0RYR62*0
82*PS ORYR625C
83»A1>TR*(«J»TR*[C + TR*(0 + TR«E) ) 1 DRYR6 2 60
£4»B*trt^2.*C«-TR-(3.«-0*TR«(^.»-E)JJ OR YR 6270
85»61«3t DRYR625G
B6»F-2.*G»TR 0RYR6290
PPS»e2»( 3t- ;><»-63-?.6)/3 5 OR YR 6 3 00
IFITE.LE.32. ) P° S= ! f 11 236. 6 / ( TR"*TR ) )-( . 46057/TR ) ) -PS 0RYR6310
ANS=( t AT" -rRH-oS)'<-.62: QB SPH»9»5)-(-. 621 9«-ERH* ? SI * t-ERH*PPSl J/, 0°Y-6320
H( ATM -£5H*PS)^'; AT* -ERH-PS)) 0RY*6333
RETURN 0RYR63^0

PARTIAL CF PSYCHROMSTPIC EOUATICN WITH RESPECT TO E'

H

DRYR635C
ANS*(! ATM -ERw^PSi *(-.6219«?S)-( .62I9-ESH*PS)«PS l/t 1 AT". -ERH-PQRYR6360

1S)"( ATM -ERH"PSJ) 0RYR6370
RETURN ORYR6 33C
END 0RTS6390
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SUBROUTINE GAUSS DRYR6400
COMMON/ JORDAN/ A(20 >,CELTA(*),N ORYR6410
OIHENSION 1014) DRYR642C

1 FORMAT?' • , 'DETER" INANT * O.O'J DRYR6430
2 FORMAT (» », 12*10. 51 ORYR644C
4 FORMAT (• ',5=16. 31 0RYR645C

00 5 1=1, N DRYR6A63
5 ID t I ) = I 0RYR647C

£PS=i.O E-6 0RYR643C
N1»N*1 CRYR64CG
CO 12C M=1,N 0RYR65Cr;
IP»{H-i)«Nl 0RYR651C
IC«M 0RYR6 5 2C
IR»M 0RYR653C
P1V0T«A( IP+M) 0RYR65AC
AMAX=A?S< »I VQT) ORYRdSS:
00 20 I>M,N 0RYR65&:
IS»(r-l)«Nl 0RYR657;
00 10 J»M T N DRYR6 5 3:
IF(A6S( Al IS *J ! ) .LE.AMAX } GO TO 10 DRYR659:
PlVOT=A( IS+J) 0RYR66CC
amax=absipivot: oryr66i:
ic«j cryr662i
ir»i dryr662c

10 continue 0ryr66^c
20 CONTINUE 0RYR665:

IFtIR.5Q.H1 GO TO 40 ORYR600:
INTERCHANGE :°.* u ROW [SOW WITH PIVOT) WITH MTH ROW [ROW WITH PIVOT LG0RYR667-

IS*< IR-1)"N1 0RYP.66SC
CO 30 JJ»ltNl 0RYR6 6 9C
OUMMY»A( IP>JJJ 0RYR67CC
A(IP*JJ)«A( IS+JJJ 0RYR67U
*ns*jj)«ou%MY DRYR6T2;

30 CONTINUE . 0RYR67 3:
40 CONTINUE DRYR6 74C

IFflC.EQ.H) GO TO 60 0RYR675:
INTERCHANGE !0TH COLUMN (COLUMN WITH PIVOT) WITH MTH COLUMN I COLUMN j3RYR6;».:

00 50 H»li.N ORYR6770
IS«( II-l )'-Nl 0RYR678C
DUMMY»AfIS + M) DRYR679T
ACTS*M)*A1!S*1CJ 0RYR63CC
A( IS*lC)»OUMMY DRYR631C

50 CONTINUE 0RYR652C
INTERCHANGE ROW INDICATORS FOR DELTA VALUES ACCORDING TO COLUMN CHANGCRYR6 33

IOUM«Y»ID( u
) 0RYR6340

IO(M)»IC(IC) DRYR6S5C
10 < IC)*IDL'MMY 0RYR6 360

60 CONTINUE 0RYR687C
ASSOLUTC VALUE OF THE PIVOT MEANS THAT MATRIX IS SINGULAR AND DETFRMI0RYR63 30

IF(A6S(PIVCT) .GT.EPS } GO TO 30 0RYR639?
WR!TE(6,ll DP.YP69CC
00 70 l«l,N 0RYR6913
IS»(I-l)"Nl 0RYR6925

70 WRITE(6,2) ( A( IS +J),J-l,Nl) 0RYR6930
RETURN 0PYP69<.C

BO CONTINUE DRYS6950
0!V»l. /PIVOT CRY«6960

DIVIDE THE MTH ROW BY THE PIVOT ELEMENT SARTING WITH THE PIVOT LOCATI CI vR 6570
00 90 J=MfNI DRYR6=!oC
A( IP*J)»A( !P*J )*OIV DRYR699C
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90 CONTINUE ORYR7OC0
; ELIMINATE ALL SCWS I 1 TO N EXCEPT THE MTH ROW DRYR701C

00 110 I=ltN ORYR702C
IS-( I-l )«M ORYR7020
IF(l.Efi.H) GO TO 110 0RYS70A0
AIM—MIS + M) ORYR7050
00 100 J=M,N1 0RYR70SC
A< IS*-J)=AC I S*J ) + AI w-» A J IP*J ) OR YR 7 70

100 CONTINUE 0RYR708C
110 'CONTINUE ORYR70S0
120 CONTINUE OR YR 7 I CO

END OP GAUSS- JOROAN REDUCTION LOOP 0RYR7110
MATRIX A NOW IS IN THE F0R4 : IA) = <I|0) DRYR7120

• 1« MEANS AUGMENTEO 3Y DRYR7130
(0) » OELTA COLUMN VECTOR EQUIVALENT TO ( A-I NVERS E3 - [ DRYR 71-0

DRYR715C
00 13C 1 = 1,

N

0RYR7163
DRYR7170

PUT THE APPROPRIATE VALUES OF ACO(I),Nl) INTO THE OELTA(I) ACCORO IN0PYR71 5C
PREVIOUS COLUMN INTERCHANGES RECORDED IN THE 10 ARR tx D*Y3 7 19:

DRYR720C
IOEL*( r-l)*Nl 0RYR721C
OEITAJ I 01 I ) )=A( IDEL+Nll ORYR722C

130 CONTINUE 0RYR723C
RETURN 0RYR72^0
END OR YR 72 5



FUNCTION £CCC? (T.wO, P0.035
RM«.1C3MEXP(«.55./- (08*100.1
iFiwn.ie.-i9j w8«.i9
If (WB.CT..23 ) -3-. 23
RT»"i2.3»£XP(-3.-3- < '/6 0. )> ( W3-. 19)

IF CT.lT.6C. > RT=l23.76»EX?(-.Gai«7)
RD*2.C3* £XP(-.023 <5-PC)
E0C02=RT = P.M*R0

RETURN
END

L.531-.845»08*l.5581

£XP( .61M7-60. )/63.

)

OR YR 7260
0RYR7270
0RYR7230
OR YR 7290
ORTR7300
ORYR7310
ORYR7320
DRYR7330
DRYR73<»0
DRYR7350
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FUNCTION SATPSITJ DRYS7360
COMMON /SYChAR/ R, 41 ,8tC.0,E,F, G,TR,PS DRYR7370
TR =T*45<;. 6<? 0RYR7">80
S&TPS=£XP< lAl*Ta*{B*TR*(C*TR«<0*TR*EJ) J > / I T*» ( F-G« TR) ])«* CRYS73SO
IF (T. IS. 32. ) SATPS = £XP(2 3.3«»24-( il 2 36.6/T R >- .46057* &L3G I TR ) J OR YR 7^00
RETURN DRYR74 10
END 0RYR7420
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SLCCX DATA CRYR7430
DR7R7440

9), GRAINS 19) CRYR74 5C

COMMCN/SEWTCN/ICGDEUO] .KCCDEl 10) 0RYR7WC
CCMPLEX*16 GRAINS CRYR7A30

C DRYR749C
C SRCCXER SATURATION PRESSURE EGUAT ICN CONSTANTS CRYR7500
C CRYR7510

DRYR7S20
CR7R752C

C CRYR7540
C GRAIN (IG) WHICH MODEL IS APLI CABLE TO 0RYR75 50
C CRYS756C

CATA GRAINS/ 'YSLLCW CENT CORN', ' ROUGH RICE • , CRYR7570
i ' GRAIN SORGHUM ', • SOYBEAN SEES 'i ' MILLET SEED »,CRYR7580

• CHICX-PEA SEED ', ' SESA.-.E SEED ', 'GRCUNOMJT IN =>CC •
, CR YR759C

• WHEAT SEED ' / CR'TR76C0
C CRYR76I0
C DENSITY EQUATION CONSTANTS F OR GRAIN t IGJ DEN* 30+31 tMW DRYR762C

DRYR7630C

BLOCX DATA
CGMMCN /SYCHAR/ R, Al , 3 , C , C , E , F ,G, TR , PS

•COMMON /GRAIN/ EMC (27] , !?* = A7t 13) ,0£N(L8J ,CCS (<

CGMMCN /CRY/ RO,?A,? E,?C ,CA,CS ,CC,DENi ,0EN2
COMMCN/SEWTCN/ICGOEUOJ iKCCDEl 10)

CCMPLEX*I6 GRAINS

SRCCXER SATURATION PRESSURE EQUATION I,

CATA R,AI,3,C,C /3206. 13 ,-27 405. 5, 54.1396,-.045137, .215221 £-4/
CATA E,F,G /-.*c2027S-3, 2.41613 ,.i2I547£-2 /

CATA DEN/49. 35405,-27. 32596, 32. 42500,3 3. 000, 49.3 5405 ,-27.32596, C:-:ANG0C7
•* 49.35nC5,-27.2259o,<. :;.2S<-C;,-27.£25 9o,-»S.25<:»0 5,-27.i259fc,C;YR7630

49.3543 5,-2 7. 325 9o ,

4

5.2 5- C 5 ,-27 .3259© , 4 9.254J5, -2 7. 22 5 9 6/ CR YR 7ccO
C CRYR7670
C DIFPJSSICN COEFFICIENTS FOR GRAIN ( IG) 0RTR7630
C DRYR7690

CATA DCS / .02, .017, . C2 , .02, . C2 , .C2, ,C2, .02, .02 / CHANG008
C 0RYR7710
C CRYR772C
C CHUNG-PFCS7 EMC EQUATION CONSTANTS FOR GRAIN (IG) CRYR7730
C A(IG), St IG3 » C C IGl CRYR7740
C CRYR775C

CATA RC /1. 937/ CRYR776C
2126.3260,21.7330,32.2654, CHANG009
L11C.A26S. 16.9534,21.3947 , DRYR773C
I110.42a3, lo. 9 5 3 4,21.2947, 0RYR779C

1 1 10. »2s3 , i 6. ?3 24 » 2 1. 3547 , II 1 C.iioe , Is. ^;j-t ,21 . 3947 , CRYR73CC
2793. 2200, 22. 6026, 57. 659-v / 0RYR7810

C • 0RTR732C
C HASW£LL,G.A., (541 SPECIFIC HEAT CONSTANTS FOR GRAIN UGJ CHANG010
C CRYR73^0

CATA SPHEAT/.35,.351, .265,1-C7C, .25, .351, .25,.331, .35,-351, CHANGOil
-» .35, .351, .25, .351, .25, .351, .25, .251 / DRYR736C
DATA ICG0E,XC00£/2C*C/ CRYR7370
£N0 CRYR7830

/* DRYR7390

CATA RC /1. 937/
CATA SMC/1H0.A263,16.?534,21.3947,

"» 1110« ,i»2od,I6.5S2'*,2i.25 i 7,
« 1110.4263,16.9534,21.3947,
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DIMENSION T(20 ) , AX IZO) ,X3(20).SD(23)
DIMENSION AUTH(5) ,G( 300) ,PSPA(20),IFMT(20),ATR!31S1
01 MENS ION >V'.W< 301tGT(30l ,SHUUR(*00 ),S M (<»B00),SHT(9e>0), SI NT (960)

01 MENS I UN f2=3 (30) .SO! Ff^SO) ,H0URI*00I
DIMENSION OK** n I 20) tOFMTSlia) ,OFMT31Z01
01 MENS ION 0'J L(30 )

DIMENSION 0'jr?ur(2l) ,TITLE(23)
OAT A SC2=E / ' '/

DATA OUTD'uT / 21*' '/

DATA ATRIB/.'HOIS'i 'TURS' f ' ' •TEMP* , ' ERAT' ,
• URE '/

1 FORMAT [1013. 50X1
2 FORMA7(20A4)
3 FOR*AT(' ' ,r^o,3X, 21AA1
i, F0RMA7C0' ,T45 ,'MEAN ABSOLUTE CEVIaTICN = «, F15. *»,//,' ',T54,'MEA

-»N DEVIATION =« ,Fl5.4»//t ' ' ,T50, 'STANDARD DEVIATION I *F1S.<>)
5 • FORMAT 11SF5. 11

6 FORMAT I • l« ,T25,2QAW/CTA0,3X,10F3.2)J
7 ,' FORMAT( 'OA* ,13. 'TH 2°DER EQUATION -AS USED = 0R LAGRANGIAN INTERPOL

''-.AT ION. ',/, ' "ril FITTED OSPENDENT VARIABLE WAS '»3A<V,'.')
6 FORMAT (' I' ,*;5 ,2 3AM
9 FORMAT (A 12. =13.2 )

99 FORMAT( 'OCUTsij 7 -ILL CONSIST 2 = :']

100 F0RMAT{6X,« INPUT DATA. OE'TH CORRECTED DATA, TIME CORRECTED DATA,
-.AND OIFFE?SNCSD 'ASLES.'!

101 F0RMAT(6X, 'DEPTH CORRECTED DATA, TIME CORRECTED DATA, AND DIFFERED
-»CED TAcLES. ' I

102' FORMAT (6X, '" IMS CORRECTED DATA, AMD DIFFERENCED TiSLSS.'l
103 FORMAT f «0« ,16, ' COPIES 0= T-= DIFFERENCED TA3LE »z=z PUNCHED,')
104 FORMAT t'D',*25,2 3A-,//(T0.3X.l3=3.2))
105 FORMATCO' t"25. 'DIFFERENCED ~a3l = FOR GRAIN MOISTURES (ACTUAL - SI

•*MULAT=;D! in P = R C E >J ~ «E T BASIS.'/)
106 FORMAT CO' t "25, 'DIFFERENCES TaSlE = CR GRAIN TEMPERATURES (ACTUAL -

- SIMULATED] IN DEGREES FAriRcNi'cIT'/ )

107 F0RMAT(740,3X, 13=3.2 '

108 FORMAT (' 0'

i

READ (5,1) NTCBS.N008S. ID» I AT, I PUNCH, IPRINT , IMQOELi I TEST

NTCBS, NUVBER 0= TIME OBSERVATIONS V0C5 S = NUMBER OF DEPTH OBSERVATIONS
10 * OEGPEE 0= THE EQUATION USED FOR SMOOTHING
IAT = ATTRIBUTE INDICATOR 3 « MOISTURE 1 = TE^r'A T'J'E

IPUNCH = NUM3EF DF PUNCHED CO=IES GF THE DIFFERENCDO TABLE FC 3 AAROVARK. ANAL.
IPRINT = PRINTING OPTION = PRINT INPUT, -NO CATA AFTER EACH PITERPGLAT ION

1 * PRINT ONLY AFTER EACH INTERPOLATION
2.« PRINT ONLY AFTER THE 2ND INTERPOLATION
3 » PRINT ONLY SIMULATED, ACTUAL, AND DIFFERENCED TASLES
4 * PRINT NO HEADING JUST ~h€ TABLES CF *3 ABOVE.

IMOOSI = INDICATOR VARIABLE FOR MATHEMATICAL MODEL
1 « EO *l
2 » EC «2
3- EO *3
4 « KSUD^YER

ITEST * INDICATOR VARIABLE FOR ANOV A

lti-Ni 2,1-S, 3,2-N, 4,2-S, 5,3-N, 6,3-S

NSC0RE=2»N0O3S
!F(NSC0PE.r,T.2l) NSC0R£s21
IFCIPUNCH.GT.il I PUN 0**1
IF tIPRlNT.Nf .<,) WRITE(6,9«?J
IF( IPR INT. = 3..1) WRITE{6,U0)
IF( IPRINT .EQ.l ) WRlTE(6 t ID I )
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1FUPRINT.WE.4.ANC. t PR INT.Nf .11 WRITE! 6, 102)
IFf IPRINT.NE.^I WR I7£( 6, 103) IPUNCH
REA0(5,2! TITLE

C IAT « ATTRIBUTE Type q= MOISTURE 1« TEMPERATURE
C 1FMT * INPUT FORMAT

IPfXPRINT.NE.*) M«ITE(6,7) IOt ( ATRIS (3*IAT+l J , I«l,3

]

C OFHT * OUTPUT FORMAT
REAO(5,5) (OEPAJ II f I=i,N00aSJ
REA0(5,2) IFMT

C ECHO CH£C< CUTP'JT FORMAT OF THE INPUT MATRIX
R£A0(5,2) C="T;

C FIRST ANO SECOND INTERPOLATION TABLE FORMAT
READ(5,2) Z~« r 2

C DIFFERENCE TA6LE OUTPUT FORMAT
RSAO(5,2) C-MT3
00 18 I=1,NT03S
IH = ( I- U*N003S

18 REAQ(5,IFMT] HCURtI)i(Gt IM+J) t J»l,N008Sl
00 l<9 I*1,NSCCRE

19 OUTPUT ( I ) = SCORE
C

REA0(3) T

IF(IPRINT.SC.O) WRITSI6.104) T

R£A0(3) NC.LAYR
NY«NC*LAYR
NYB»NC*ND03S
NT*NT05S=NDG3S
IT*0
90 30 IR=1,N0
IH-UR-1)*LAYR
REA0C2) NTIME, SOEPfGMW,GT,DML
SHCUR ( IRJ*NTIME
00 20 L=l ,LAYR
TEHP=GM«IL)
IFClAT.EC.il TE*P =ST(U
SMC IM+L)*TEMP

20 CONTINUE
IF < I PR INT. ECO) WRITE (6. 0FMT1 ) S HOUR CI' > • (SOcP( J> , J«l,LAYR J

IF (I PR INT. EC. 0! WR I T£< 6, CFMT1 ] SHCUR C I R ) , ( S"1

! I M* J 1 ,J=i,.ir^l
CALL LAGRNG(OSPA,SHT,SGEPf SM

,

IT, 10 , IR, LAYR f NY,ND0SStNY8

J

30 CONTINUE
C
C PRINT OUT INTERPOLATED TAELE AFTER DEPTH INTERPOLATION
c

IFtlPR INT.GS.2 ! 00 TO *5

WRITE (6,6) T, IOEPAU ) , I=l,N003SJ
WRIT£(6,3) OUTPUT
DO 40 1*1, NC
L»<I-l)*N003S

40 MRITc(6,0FMT2J SHCUR ( I ) , C SHT ( L* Jl ,
J= 1,NDC3S)

45 CONTINUE
c

IT«1
CALL LAGRNG(H0U»,3INT,SH0UR,SHT, IT, I 0, N003S , NC , NY2 ,NT03S,NT)

c
C PRINT OUT ACTUAL ATTRI3UTE TA3LE
c

WRITE (6,6) TITLE, (OS PA (I J , !«1 .NOCOSJ
WRITE(6,3) OUTPUT
00 35 I»1,NTC0S
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L«U-U*N0Q3S
35 WRITE(6,CFHT2) HOUR! II t (G(L*Jl , J«l ,N003S

]

PRINT CUT ATTRI3UTE TABLE AFTER INTERPOLATION ON TIME

WRITE(6, 108)
WRITE«6, 103)
WRITE (6,10*). m:e?mii, I=l,N00SS)
WRITE (6. 3) OUTPUT
00 50 I«l,NTOSS
L*(I-1J*N00SS
WRIT£{ 6.GFMT2) HOUR 1 I) , (SINK L+J1 ,J*i,NOOBS)

50 CONTINUE

: CREATION OF CIF=SRENCE TABLES

5UM«0.
JL5UM=0.
ss*o.
WRITEI6, 103)
WRITE(6, 108

)

IF(IAT.EC.O) WR!TE(6.105)
IFtIAT.EQ.1) WRIT={6,IG6)
write(6,:c7) (c:?i( : ), i=i,nog3S]
WRITE (6, 2) OUTPUT
DO 170 IR=1, NTC3S
IS-( IR-1)«N0C3S
DO I6C L»l,ND03S
irtiAT.E:.:) <~ T = ' '*•.. )»(gj is+d-s in— i s+l ; )*ioc.
IF(IAT.EO.l) S01?( IS+L)=(Gl IS + D-S I.'iTi IS+lll
IFCGIIS+D.NS.0.01 GO TO 150
SDIP( IS+L)=0.0
NT«NT-1
GO TO 16G

150 CONTINUE
SS=SS + SDIF( [S+L1*S0IFI IS+L)
SUM=SU w *SO! =

{ IS*L)
ASUM«ASUM+ASS< SOIFt I 3* LJ )

I6C CONTINUE
WRITE(6,CFMT3) HGURt IR J , (SDIF t IS+J J

,

J=.,NG03S )

170 CONTINUE
XBAR»SUM/NT
AX8AR»ASU"«/NT
SOEV*SCRT( ! SS-( SUM*SUM) /NT) /(NT-1) )

WPITEtttt! AX3AR,X3AR,S0EV
IF{ IPUNCH.EC.O) GO TC 200
WRITEf7,2) T

DO 190 J=l ,NT03S
DO 160 I»l,N008S
IS*tJ-ll*N00BS
WRITE (7, 9) I TEST 1 1 MODEL, Ji I . SCI F ( IS* 1

1

180 CONTINUE
1*30 CONTINUE
200 PETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE LAGRNGt XftAR ,Y3AR,X,Y, IT , IOt Ift f NX,NY, IXR» IY8

1

OIMCNS ION X8ARHX31 i YBARdYS) iX(NX) ,YINY3
NX1*NX-1
XFdT.NS.Ol GO TC 100

IS * ISTAKT POINT PCR Th£ IIR1TH ROW
IS«< IP-i J'NX

ISY ISTART Y3AR POINTER FOR THE IIRJTH ROW
ISY-( IR-13-IX3

XSAR-AP.PAY LOOP
00 60 IX* I, 1X3

X-ARRAY SEARCH LOOP
00 15 IP»l,NXl
IF(XBARtIXJ.N£.X( I?M GO TO 10
YBAR( ISY+IX3 = Y ( IS*! )

GO TO 60
10 CONTINUE

IF(X(I?+IJ.GT.X3AR[IXJ ) GOTO 20
15 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

Xl£SS=IP-I0/2
IFdLESS.lE.O) ILESS=1
XMILESS.CT.NX-IOJ IlSSS=NX-ID
IA80VE«ILESS*IO

C 1

C 1

C I

r «

r i

NOW THIS CCNOITICN
X( ILESS) < X6aS( IX
ANO THESE ARE ID+1
INTERVAL.

EXI STS:
< XI ueovEi

PCI NTS ON TH IS 1

v l

C 1 LAGRANGIAN CCEFFIC IENT CALCJLAT I ON . I

CFACT=1.
00 30 I=ILESS, IA3CVE

30 CRACT=C"ACT={ XBAR( IXJ-Xt 13

)

YB«0.0
00 50 I=IL"SSt IASCVE
XFACT=1.
00 40 J*lL = SSi IASCVE
IF (I.N E.J) XFACT=XFACT*(X(I)-X(JJ J

40 CONTINUE
Y8«Y8+Y( IS* I )*C?ACT/ (XFAC7* ( X3AR ( IX 3-X I 13) J

50 CONTINUE
Y3ARI ISY*IX)=Y3

60 CONTINUE
RETURN

100 CONTINUE
C COLUMN LOOP
C SMOOTHING ACROSS ROWS 1 THROUGH N

c
00 170 IC«ii IR

C XSAR-SEOUENCE '-COP

00 160 lX»l , IXS
ISY=( IX- 1 )»IR

C X-ARFAY SEARCH LOOP
oo no i p=n nx
IS«( 1P-1 ! 'IP

IFU8AfttIXJ.NE.XdPl ] CO TO 105
YBARt ISY* IC) »Y( ISMC )

CO TC 160
105 CONTINUE
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IPt IP 1 .GT .,NX1 GO TO 120
IFtX( IP*l J.GT.XQAB(U) J Go T3 120

110 CONTINUE
120 CONTINUE

HESS -IP-IO/2
IFULESS.lE.31 ILSSS*l
IF! ILESS.GT.NX-ID1 IlESS=Nx-ID
IABOVE=ItES3*I0

NOW THIS COMOITICN EXISTS:
XULESSX X3ARUX1 < XIIA50VS)
AND ThS*E AR = 10+1 POINTS ON THIS
INTERVAL.

LAGRANGIAN COEFFICIENT CALCULATION.

CFACT=1.
00 130 I = I LESS ,IA8GVS

130 CFACT*CFACTMXEAR(!X)-X< II ]

Y8 = 0.
00 150 I=ILESS,IA3CV=
X?ACT=1.
DO 140 J»ILSS5 , IA3CV5
XF( I.NE.JJ XFACT=X=iCT»(X( IJ-X( J)

J

1*0 CONT INUE
lS»U-i)*IR
YS*YS + Y( IS+IC) »CFACT/{XFACT*(XSAR( IXJ-XI! ) ) J

150 CONTINUE
YBAR( ISY+IC)»Y3

160 CONTINUE
170 CONTINUE

RETURN
ENO
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//UED.SYSIMOO 00 DSN = OS082.LOAOL:3,OIS?-(CLD,.<5£?1 ,UNTT-SYSOA,S PaCE-
//LKEO.SYS IN CO «

TNCLUOc SYSLHOOdAGRANGEl
ENTRY MAIN
NAKc LAGRANGEIR)

/*
//COMPRESS ?RCC OSN*
//GO EXEC PGM=IESCfl?Y,PARM«C3HPRESS«TIH6«Cf201
//5YSPRPJT CO SYS1UT=4
//SYSUTl DO 0SN»COSN,OISP«OL0
//SYSUT2 CO CSN*»« SYSUTl tOISP*CLDf VOl*REP«*.SYSUn ,S?AC£»(0« 3.RLSE J

//SYSIN 00 DUMMY
//ENOPROC PESO
// EXEC COMPPSSSfOSN»«OS032.LOAOLI3«
/*
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//RIC ECRY JCB (5107S 5721, 2HA3:5KN7,,,3) ,« CONG [L CHANG' il"IHE-I • 121
//A £;SEC PC ^T GG i ?»RIC cQRY
//ST€PL!3 3 OS*~CS<.N 7.LCJtCL 13 ,3IS?-<GLC
//GO.IFT02FC 01 CO UNIT =SYS0A,
// S?ACS»(7 k .< , ( 1 6 , 1 ) ) i

// DC;J»(3LKSIZE= 13030 »RECF v=vs; 1 •

// DISP'l i?iSSJ , SSN=S opass FILE
//GO.IC TI3FC o: oo SYSC ' T — A 00 5 = [R£CF>!«(JA,31KS : = = 133)
//GO. F7C3FC 1 00 jCNAMS=S1'SI Nl
//SO. FT04FC CI cc ZZfiA .-E=SYSIN2
//SYS INI 00 *

173 3 C.C3 9C54 ccc 9244 c.ce 2940 3. CO 7974 f* Art
7 ' 9 COO 7195 C03TST1NPLN 1

6998 0.00 5370 0.00 9040 coo 9235 COO 9C26 0.30 3270 0.00 739- O.COTSTlfcPlN 2

759s o.oc 7299 0.0 2470 C. CD 904 4 e.oo 9240 0.00 9C46 0.00 3266 0.30TST1NPL.N 3

7736 0.00 7494 0.00 7099 coo 356o 0. CO 9 14* C.CO 9241 0.00 92<-6 C.OOTSTl.NRLN 4
8274 o.oc 7334 ceo 7592 0. 00 7395 3.0J 3 29 J. 00 9146 0.00 92*-, C00TST1NPLN 5

3353 C. CO 7276 v«Ub 7654 7499 0. 00 7299 0.00 S59C 0.00 9154 0. 00TST1NPLN 6

9251 coo 3955 W • WW 79 34 coo 7599 . 00 7299 0.00 759- coo 5 77 C. 00TST1NPLN 7
9250 94*3 CO J 9054 3. 00 3275 O.OJ 7933 3.00 7795 0.00 — CO a C0CTST1NPLN 3

8S70 0.00 9<446 0.00 9543 C CO 9240 ccc 52S4 u«Lu 7 39 2 coo 76-9 C. 3CTST1NPLN 9

7599 coo 3395 coo 9552 0.00 9 344 0.00 9059 coo 3235 J. 30 799x 3.30TST1NPLN10
7892 Q.OC 7699 w • Uw 3970 C.CO 9443 3. CO 5 76 5

1* r *\ 3574 coo 7299 3. 00TST1NPLN11
7399 0.00 7299 n a r\J«WW 7e99 coo 7395 ceo 8532 U.uU cc72 0.00 3o74 C. 00TST1 KPLN12
3290 0.00 7=96 3.00 7o99 7399 J • WW 3 29 9 0.00 367o 3.30 3562 C JJTST1KPLN13
3770 coo 3292 0.00 7397 coo 7o99 « ^ r\ "599 ccc 7999 0.00 3299 C00TST1.NPLN14
3678 o.oc 5676 0.00 S092 P 1 fl

- • - - 7593 coo 7 49 3 0.00 7299 3533 0. 0CT3T1KPLN15
9061 coo 3959 coo 5574 coo 3133 C.CO 799*. 0.00 7 ~9 7 3*00 7599 C00TST1NP1.N16
8976 ceo 9053 coo 3331 C CO 33S* 0.00 7396 ccc 7593 C.CO 7599 0. C0TST1.NPLN17
7499 0.0 SS30 0.00 9261 0.00 69c5 COJ 2c73 0.3 J 5 290 J.J'J 3J9a C00TSTINPLN13
7999 o.oc 7 79 9 0.00 2734 C.CO 9254 0.00 3292 2 • CO T 992 COO 7699 C0OTSTlhPLN19
7695 0.00 7497 .00 7397 ceo 3330 9C55 \J m Kl G 9240 coo 9152 C. 0CTSTiri?LN20
8L99 0.00 7799 J. J 7**9 0. J'O 72^9 3 .30 3 62 2 V • WVJ 9£4C r» » CI 92'.: S.OOTSriNPLNZl
9C52 coo 5*94 coo 7593 C.CO 7699 CCC 7495 A « M 7*7C " il A 9147 CC0TST1.SPLN22
9245 0.00 3951 0.00 3473 0.00 3093 coo 7799 0.00 7699 0.00 3790 :.03TSTiN?L.N23
9259 o.:o 5297 coo £497 C.CO 3199 CCC 7 H9

9

u • ww 7699 0.00 7599 C00TST1SPLN24
3699 o.oc 9259 0.00 9154 1- »» rt

. * V - 36a3 coo 7399 C.CO 7399 coo 7699 0.00TST1.SPLN25
7599 0. 00 7330 A -^ AJ« WU 2457 r* 1 A 3451 0.00 TST1NPLN2 6

//SYSIN2 CC I *

3 .020
//SYSIN DO *

KSUORYER SI MULA7 ION C f NATURAL-AIR FIIC£ ORYJ NG; JSSIF! CATICIN »ITh TEST Jl-.N-PLN

/*
//B E.

19.60 90.0 963. 20413. 9. 23. 10 2

XEC FCIOT A P^tAGRANGE
//GO. F 7 7 F C101 CO i OUHHY
//S7S »L!5 : CS."J•oscs 2.LCACJ.I3 :

,0!Sf»t<SHR

//GC FTC8FC Ci cc , CSN = CORAS i S r I L f:» IS?'-(CLCPASSJ
//Srs IN CO a -

7 3 3 4 4 4 >

«* T5 ST Sl-•SPIN ** WE 1GHTE:S GRAli 1 C.MRC * a i1/19/76 i 1?M
14. 51. 93.

(F4.0 ,12F*. 4.28X)
I • », F7.C1X, • I

•
, 12F 3 .4)

(' VT40,F7 . o , •

:

1
, 12F3.4J

t • », T40.F7 .0,'! • ri2F 9.2J
231 550 192 C196C MCilGHTEO GRAIN MOISTURE OaTA TE ST31-•S-PLN
751430192'01950 -EIGHT:;C GRAIN tioisturs OA TA TE ST»1-•N-PLN
1151350160 01960 WEilGHTE;C GRAIN t'QISTURE OA T J T£ S741-K-PLN
UOi.22016701350 MS;IGDTE GPIAIN \fOISTlJR E OA TA TS STjI- N-PLN
U3132C143C1920 WEIGHTE SKA IN MO 1ST',;RE OA 75 TS £T*l- (N-PLN
1331.360126 01720 WEIGHTS GrIAIN MOISHJRE OA TA TE ST*i- N-PLN
2i6i:

/*
3 70 13901510 WEIGHTc•C GRAIN MCIS7LRE 3A TA TE ST* 1- .N-PL.M
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Two subjects were studied; one was the mathematical modeling for

dryer selection, and the other was simulation of natural air rough rice

drying.

The objectives of the study of the former subject were to analyze the

thermal efficiencies of several drying systems, to develop the mathematical

modeling method for dryer selection, and to suggest an optimized shelled

corn drying system for on-farm drying facilities.

The objectives of the study of the latter subject were to make reason-

able modifications to the KSUDRYER (Maurer, 1977) to predict the drying

results of rough rice by natural air, to investigate the drying character-

istics of rough rice at various drying conditions, and to suggest the design

parameters of natural-air drying systems of rough rice.

The steps taken for the former subject were: (a) collecting the

specifications of dryers made in the U.S.A. and analyzing these specifications,

(b) mathematical modeling of the dependent variables as the functions of the

independent variables, (c) development of the dependent cost functions, and

(d) optimization of the drying system requirements.

The approaches used for the latter subject were: (a) modifying the

KSUDRYER for rough rice drying by natural air, (b) validating the modified

simulation model using actual test data, (c) simulating rough rice drying

using the official weather data (1962 through 1976) for Beaumont, Texas,

(d) developing a fan model from the American Standard (Bulletin B-5121) for

natural air drying of rough rice, and (e) analyzing the simulation results.

The following conclusions were drawn from the study:

1. The thermal efficiency of natural air drying system is 63.8 per cent

and better than any other drying system and that of a continuous-flow drying

system is 31.3 to 36.3 per cent.



2. The thermal efficiencies of drying systems have close relationships

with annual drying costs which are usually low when thermal efficiency is

high.

3. A natural air dryer is an economical drying system at volumes below

2,700 bushels; a natural air dryer with supplemental heat is economical at

2,700 to 20,000 bushels, and a batch-in-bin dryer, from 20,000 to 70,000

bushels. Portable batch and continuous flow dryers, which are very similar

in their characteristics, become economically competitive only at volumes

of 70,000 bushels or more per year.

4. The KSUDRYER (Maurer, 1977) can be applicable to rough rice once

the properties of specific heat, equilibrium relative humidity, density,

the appropriate mass transfer coefficient, and the dry matter loss equations

are known.

5. A modified model can predict the changes of moisture content of

rough rice drying by natural air accurately.

6. In general, natural air drying can be applicable to rice drying

under Texas conditions with the following parameters: minimum airflow rates

for 24, 22, 20, and 18 per cent initial moisture contents are 5.0, 3.0, 2.0,

and 1.0 cfm per bushel; and maximum bed depths for those initial moisture

contents are 3, 5, 7, and 8, respectively. These results show compatibility

with the results given by Morrison (1954) and Sorenson and Crane (1960).

This investigation showed a definite potential for natural -air grain

drying for rough rice in optimized drying systems using a simulation model.










